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Superintendent Shortening the Waiting List
Investigating
missing fuel
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Calloway County School
officials are investigating the
apparent disappearance
of
fuel from the
district's bus
garage.
Superintendent Steve
Hoskins confirmed he is
looking
into
matter,
the
Hoeldns
which he said
was "misconduct of a few gallons of gasoline."
"It's an internal investigation
being handled administratively."
he said.

Hoskins said the issue was an
individual personnel matter that
is protected by confidentiality
laws, but that he would discuss
the situation with members of
the Calloway County Board of
Education at their regularly
scheduled meeting Thursday
night.
The school board meeting is
scheduled for 6 p.m. at the
board's office on College Farm
Road.
Hoskins said he has been
investigating the alleged incident since last month and that it
is continuing.
"I'm going to investigate
everything," Hoskins said. "I'm
going to look at it all."

Former highway
official collected
salary, retirement
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) — A former official at the center of a
federal probe into the awarding of Kentucky highway projects was

collecting salary and retirement benefits from the state
Transportation Cabinet, a newspaper reported.
Former highway engineer James W. Rummage was rehired as a
consultant two months after he retired last year and got a raise
before retiring, The Courier-Journal in Louisville reported Tuesday.
Then-Transportation Secretary Bill Nighbert — who is also
under scrutiny of investigators — approved both the raise and the
rehiring, according to Rummage's personne! file.
An FBI affidavit filed last week claims Rummage gave confidential cost estimates for road projects to a prominent road contractor,
Leonard Lawson of Lexington.
Rummage referred questions to his attorney, Marc Murphy.
Murphy said Rummage simply followed directions from Nighbert,
his boss, by obtaining the confidential estimates. Murphy said any
implication that the raise and rehiring is evidence of a conspiracy or
even a friendship with Nighbert is wrong. He said Rummage had
nothing more than an boss-worker relationship with the former
transportation secretary.
FBI agent T. Clay Mason said in the affidavit filed in U.S.
District Court in London that he has been investigating allegations
of corruption in the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet for more than
a year.
The Courier-Journal and The Times-Tribune of Corbin first
reported on the FBI affidavit Saturday.
Mason said in the affidavit that the probe centers on whether
Nighbert or Kentucky road contractor Leonard Lawson directed a
former state highway engineer to provide confidential cost estimates for road contracts in 2006 and 2007. Such estimates are supposea to be secret until sealed bids for proposed construction projects are opened.
Nighbert's attorney. Howard Mann, has called the allegations
''false and baseless" and said his client "has not done anything
wrong."
Lawson's attorney. Larry Mackey, previously called the FBI
agent's sworn statement "a collection of innuendo and suspicions
and should have never been made public." He has declined to comment further.
The newspaper report said that although Rummage told his bosses he planned to retire at the end of August 2007 at age 48, he
received a special 10 percent raise on Aug. 16, increasing his pay
about $12,000 to $129,919.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Tin-,es
Pilot Jim Fain, who also serves as chairman of the Murray Calloway County Airport Board of Directors, works on his singleengine aircraft Tuesday morning. Across the tarmac, 10 new T-hangars have nearly been completed that will provide some
badly-needed space to berth planes owned by pilots from across the region

Additional hangers will provide space for
pilots interested in Murray-Calloway Airport
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
There's a long list of pilots
from across western Kentucky
who are anxiously waiting to
rent a 1-hangar at MurrayCalloway County Airport.
But that list will soon get a
lot shorter.
Airport Board Chairman Jim
Fain says the construction of 10
more hangars nearing completion at Kyle-Oakley Field will
provide much-needed additional
facilities to accommodate a
growing number of pilots interested in making the field their
home or wanting adequate space
to store their aircrafts during
stop-overs.
With the newest additions,
Fain said the airport can accommodate almost 50 aircraft in
large, metal-frame and concrete
hangars complete with lighting
and plenty of space for tools and
other equipment.
ft's something the airport has
needed for a long time.
"We've got a waiting list.
That's why we did it," Fain said
as he looked over the construction while doing some repairs on
his own plane Tuesday morning.
"We've got pilots just waiting to
get in here."
The cost of construction was
reported at $450,000. State
funding provided $350.000 with
the board of directors required
to meet that amount with another $100.000 in local funds. The
money also pays for blacktopping around the area and providing an accessway to the new
Most pilots vying for a space
inside the field's 38 existing
hangars are from Paducah.
Mayfield, Pans, Tenn., and other
cities across western Kentucky,
northwest Tennessee, southern
Illinois and other points across
the region.
Airport Manager Johnny
Parker said the new construction
should be completed by mid-

TOM BERRYtedger & Times
Ten additional 1-hangars, similar in size to this one already occupied, are now under construction at Kyle-Oakley Field on Airport Road. T-hangars are very important to bringing vital recurring revenue to the airport which local officials say can contribute to industrial and retail business expansion in Murray-Calloway County.
September.
hangar where you have a lot of Erwin Terminal was entirely
"I was hoping we could have planes because if the guy in the renovated and expanded to
it finished by the end of the back wants to get his plane out improve both appearance and
month, but it's almost the mid- then everybody else has to function to provide a positive
dle of August already." he said.
move." Parker said. '7-hangars impact on business investment
About 17 pilots are now on are a vital part of the airport. and employment opportunities
the airport's waiting list. Parker Some aren't even interested in in Murray-Calloway County.
said they will each be contacted getting an airplane until they get
The construction nearly douand offered hangar space as the a hangar."
bled the terminal's size to 2,566
construction nears completion.
Kyle-Oakley Field has seen a square feet that includes a pilot's
More 1-hangars are vital to lot of expansion in the past sev- lounge and other amenities as
growing an airport that is impor- eral years with some important well as a communications hub.
tant as a hub for regional air traf- additions in just the past year.
Parker said a couple of other
fic.
Last fall, the airport was closed projects are planned for the
'7-hangars are the backbone for a short period of time for future.
of a small general aviation air- installation of FAA-required
"We've got two or three
port because it's a revenue safety component., near the run- things that we are trying to line
maker over a long period of way. The project. which is now up." he said. "Right now we
time," Parker said.
nearing completion, also includ- have a lighting project. We need
The smaller hangars are also ed grading work to smooth out a some better lighting in sonic
more convenient and functional 1,000-foot airplane overrun area areas. We're also still waiting
than using large hangars that along with moving a drainage for the (Federal Aviation
hold many planes under one ditch about 2(X) feet from the Administration) to tell us the
roof.
6,200-foot runway's centerline.
result of a study they did on our
"It's better than a large
Earlier in 2007, Otis "Hamp" approaches here a while back."
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KentuckylnBrief
Student loan
agency running
out of money

Murray Police photo

BE CAREFUL OUT THERE: An increase in vehicle and foot traffic have occurred on Main
Street, Poplar Street and Doran Road areas. With the first day of school for the Murray City
Schools citizens of Murray need to take extra precautions in these areas due to the increased
traffic. Citizens wit notice a delay in traffic during the afternoons and mornings. Officers recommend avoiding these areas if you can to avoid the delay. If traveling in these areas, slow
down and take extra notice of traffic and foot traffic to ensure the safety of the school children
going to and from school. Officer Keith Covey, above, stands at 9th and Main where he aids
students across the street. Officers are stationed every morning and afternoon at this location in an attempt to keep the traffic moving and to allow children and parents to cross safely.

Local motorists should
prepare for returning
students this weekend
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RESULTS
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Call 753-1916

Murray State University Police are advising local motorists
of the increase of traffic expected this weekend as students
return to MSU for the fall semester.
Local motorists should be prepared for heavy traffic around
campus on Saturday and Sunday when students will be moving
into their residential colleges.
Local drivers are asked to take alternate routes and avoid
Chestriut Street, Ky. 121 Bypass and Waldrop Drive. Waldrop
Drive will also be closed to through traffic during those days.
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FRANKFORT Ky (AP) -The state agency that loans to
Kentucky's college students is
running out of money while it
waits for new federal funds
Officials say the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority will run out of money
by Friday Some state universities open for classes on Monday
The new money is expected
to arrive on Aug 21, The
Lexington Herald-Leader reported on its Web site
The agency s vice president,
James Ackenson, says it is also
awaiting approval of a $50 million bndge loan
Once the bridge loan funds
are spent the agency expects to
use new federal funds to provide
another $175 million this fall to
about 76,000 students

Monahan to
oversee legal
services for
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —A
former longtime public defender
was appointed Tuesday as
director of the state agency providing
iegal
services for
Kentucky's poor as the office
faces budget cuts, a hiring
freeze and a lawsuit seeking to
reduce caseloads.
In making the appointment,
Gov. Steve Beshear praised Ed
Monahan for his experience and
-innate sense of fairness.' The
governor didn't mention the
problems at the Department of
Public Advocacy.
Monahan, 57, begins his
appointment Sept. 1, replacing
longtime Public Advocate Ernie
Lewis, who is retiring. Monahan
most recently has served as
executive director of The
of
Catholic
Conference
Kentucky.
He said his main goal as public advocate will be to secure

sufficient funding for the agency
But Monahan said he didn't
have any magical strategy in
seeking more money from the
General Assembly
1 don't have any secrets and
I don't know how to work miracles.' he said in a phone interview "So the only thing I know to
do is to keep trying
Lawmakers facing a massive
budget shortfall this year cut the
departments funding by $2 3
million, to $37 8 million in the
fiscal year that began in July

Barr on state
president ballot
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -Libertarian presidential candidate Bob Barr has filed the necessary paperwork to be on the
Kentucky ballot in November
of
state
Secretary
spokesman Les Fugate says the
foimer Republican congressman from Georgia also submitted signatures of more than
5,000 supporters on Tuesday.
That's one of the requirements
to be placed on the ballot in
Kentucky.
Barr swept into Congress
with more than 70 other House
GOP freshmen in 1994 and
gained attention as the first lawmaker to call for Clinton's resigthe
Monica
nation
over
Lewinsky scandal He was one
of the House prosecutors who
pressed the impeachment case
in the Senate
Barr's presidential bid IS a
long shot at best. But some
Republicans worry he could be a
spoiler for John McCain in a tight
presidential contest

Social activist
honored at
Capitol memorial
service
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
A
Kentucky civil rights activist was
honored by the governor and
about 100 others at a memorial

service at the Capitol on
Tuesday
The Rev. Louis Coleman was

a frequent visitor to the Capitol
to protest " lack of minorities
on state boaiJs and commissions, among other issues, and
to lobby governors and legislators to make changes He died
July 5 after a series of seizures.
The (Louisville) CourierJournal reports that Gov. Steve
Beshear called Coleman a
"shining example of what one
man with passion of heart can to
do inspire change.'
Officials
presented
Coleman's widow, Etta MurphyColeman. with Kentucky and
U S. flags and a resolution from
the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission
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Guilty pleas
entered in east
Ky. snake bust
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Three Berea men have pleaded
guilty to illegally harboring
wildlife, including deadly snakes.
The Richmond Register
reports that 30-year-old Brian
John
Fryer:
46-year-old
Rowland and his son, 18-yearold Joel Rowland, entered the
pleas Monday in Madison
District Court_
Fryer was charged with 46
counts of selling, buying or possessing wildlife and was ordered
to pay a $2,840 fine by District
Judge Earl-Ray Neal. The
Rowlands were charged with
TWO ccunts of illegally buying,
selling and possessing wildlife
and each was ordered to pay a
$700 fine.
The men declined to comment after their court appearance
They were among 10 people
arrested by wildlife officers in
July in a crackdown on the venomous snake trade. More than
100 snakes were confiscated in
the undercover sting. Many of
them were deadly breeds.
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NEW PARKING: Workers are seen creating additional parking at Primary Care Medical
Center in response to patients' needs and an expected busy cold and flu season.
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MPD checkpoints this weekend

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
School Board will meet

Staff Report
The
Murray
Police
Department will be conducting
DUI and traffic checkpoints
during the weekend of Aug. 15.
police reported.
There will be checkpoints at
various locations and times
throughout the weekend. The
checkpoints will target drunk
driving, seatbelt and various
other traffic violations. They
will not delay drivers unnecessarily.
The MPD may hold checkpoints at any of the following
locations:
•South 12th Street between
Glendale Road and Murray city

Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Board of Education office on
College Farm Road. Items on
the agenda include recognitions, 2007-08 NCLB results,
levy of tax rates for school
year 2008-09. phase II construction project, a superintendent's report and executive session.
Murray
The
•
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardCarter
room
of
the
Administration Building. On

the agenda for the meeting is
final approval and payment
for parking lot construction at
Murray High School, declaration of surplus property, vari-

Kim Burch

ous personnel and other
reports from Superintendent
Bob Rogers concerning the
beginning of the 2008-09
school year and an executive
session to consider action on

pending litigation
•A special-called meeting
of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court's Transportation
Committee is scheduled for
2:30 p.m. on Friday in the
courthouse conference room.
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of bids
for Calloway County Road

I RAY • 270. 9.9200
10005 liTH 12TH STREET,
WWW.PRIMARYCAREMEDCENTER.COM

Accepting New Patients... ALWAYS!

Department equipment.
II The Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Monday in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room.
On the agenda for the meeting is consideration of various reports and a presentation by a representative of
Pepsi Inc.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

limits
IIII Main Street between 8th
and 9th Streets
Wilshire Drive between
Bailey Road and Vasser Drive
• Glendale Road between
9th and 12th Streets
• Main Street between
Industrial Road and Murray city
limits
• Chestnut Street at the
intersection of 8th Street
MI US 641 at Diuguid Drive
• Doran Road at Holiday
Drive
• North 16th Street at the
intersection of Olive Street
IN Highway 94 at the ini
section of Doran Road
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•Highway official ...
From Front
The newspaper reported that he worked only two weeks at the
higher salary, but such a raise would increase his retirement benefit
and cause his payout to increase by 10 percent.
About two months later. Nighbert recommended that Rummage:
be rehired in a different position at a salary of $95,000 a year::
Rummage had to sign a statement that he did not have a
•I
arranged i.greement" to return to work for the department.
Rummage resigned from the position on March 31, soon after
agreeing to cooperate with the FBI investigation into the alleged
leaking of cost eAimates.
Mann. Ni'dibert's attorney, also has said it is implausible to think
that Rummage and Nighbert would be part of conspiracy because
Rummage was once targeted for firing or demotion. His name was
on a list of targeted employees that was disclosed during an investigation of improper political influence in hiring, including within the
Transportation Cabinet during the administration of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher.
That probe resulted in more than a dozen indictments againstFletcher and his associates for allegedly violating state hiring laws.
by favoring Republicans over Democrats for protected state jobs. In
a deal Fletcher worked out with prosecutors, the charges against him
dismissed in 2006. He had pardoned the associates in 2005.
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V1CCH employees recognized,
represent 1,950 years of service

Special to the Ledger
The Banquet was held at the
Murray -Calloway County ('urns Center Ballroom on
dospital recently recognized Murray State University 's camipproximately 147 employees pus in July.. Employees reachor their years of service at both ing a five-year milestone in
he hospital and Spring Creek serv ice were recognized at the
lealth Care during it 30th event.
Annual
Those employees with over
Service
Awards
anquet
20 years of service not celebrat-

mg a milestone year attended
the banquet as special guests. as
well as. those who had retired in
the past year. Collectively. all
employees reLognized at the
banquet represented 1.950 years
ot service, a testament to
longevity and work ethic at
MUCH.

5 YEARS: Employees reaching five years of service - Terra Allison, Carrie Anderson, Chnsbe '
Arnold, Wanda Bener, Brenda Capps, Steven Conner, Joe Crawford, Vicki Emerson. Angela
Freeze, Davalene Fulks, Ashely Futrell, Raymond Galloway, Lisa Green. Delores Hale, Ashely
Hannon, Everett Hart, Kathy Henley. Kayla Henson, Jennifer Hobbs. Denise Houck, David
Houston. Michael Howard. Tome Kelly, Donna Knoptel. Jemmia Leys. Nara Marvin. Brittany •
McClure, Tonya McIntosh, Lacy McKee!. Linda Lou Miller. Judy Moore, Myra Overby, Janice
Owen, Andrea Oxley. Michael Perlow. Bonnie Pierceall, Dorothy Puckett, Karen Reed, Sheila
Reynolds, Joanna Rogers, Joy Sauhamel, Angie Schroader-Ahart, Shirley Scott, Crystal .
Sexton. Cindy Smith, Joyce Smith, Nick Stokolosa, Donna Stroup, Joanna Thomas, Kristie
Thompson. Tammy Tucker, Danna Underhill, Barbara Wagoner. Janet Walters, Regina Ward.
Amanda Weatherford. and Chris Yeager.

10 TEARS: Employees receiving 10-year awards - Deborah Adams, Crystal Barber, Sharon
3rodzinski, Cheryl Crouch, Rhonda Darnell, Dada Dugger (Parrish), Amy Fennel. Angelia
3reer, Bertha Griffin, Cindy James, Shannon Kidd, Peggy Mills, Hal Nance, Jr., Karen Price.
Sharon Provine, Lisa Rister, Naydean Rutledge, Gloria Sanderson. Beverly Susan Smith. Pat
Stewart, Lea Walker, Lois Waller, and Stephanie Weis.

20 YEARS: Employees receiving 20-year awards - Debbie Clinard. Carny Dean, Andrea
Fassiotto, Terri Futrell, Jimmie Garland, Tina Griggs, Angie Harrison, Dawn Henderson,
Elizabeth Kimbrc, Cheryl Mix, Jern Mjos, Beth Morris, Darryl Neal, Anne Newberry. Susan
Page. David Robinson, Janet Seifert, Michelle Smothers. Rachel Tiey and Traci Turner

15 YEARS: Employees receiving 15-year awards - Angela Bailey. Pam Beane, Salena Bucy.
Michael Cain, Linda Callahan, Russell Dowdy. Jr.. Kathy Erwin. Donna Ferguson, Sheila
Furches, Gina Hargrove. Jimmie Joyce, Marilee Mauney, Marjorie McClard. Bertha Miller,
Stephanie Miller, Shannon Mingarelli, Rita Reeves and Kathy Rudolph.

35 YEARS: Employees receiving 35-year
awards - Helen King, Linda Norsworthy. and
Carla Talley.

40 YEARS: Employtiet,
awards - Jerry Hicks and
Vereycken.

40-year
Brenda

BAKERY & CATERING

25 YEARS: Employees receiving 25-year awards - Sheila Baker. Jana Barnett. Jeannie
Billington. Ginger Cook, Renee Garland, Cindy Grogan. Lori Morris, Phyllis Owens, Mary
Peeler, Jamie Phillips. Beverly Roth, Kathryn Solomon. Don Steffey, Bill Vincent, and Carolyn
Winchester.

*Decorated Cakes Baked Fresh With Homemade Icing
*Readily Available Baked Goods
*Event Catering *Balloons & Party Supplies

•:-

Ask about our weekly specials.
Lunch served daily!
119 S. 4th St. • On The Square, Murray • (270) 762-0450
Maria Thomason, Owner
_

30 YEARS: Employees receiving 30-year awards - Marie Allbritten, Nancy Faulkner. Jeannie
Kingins, Mary Linr. and Susan Phillips.
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Martha Randolph Cart's latest book. -A Place to Call
Home." a memoir about the reemergence of U.S. orphanages
is available wherever books are sold. Author's email:
MarthaCicaglecartoons.com or visit
wwwmartharandolphcarreom.
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Mamma Mia' without the music
There is something familiar about the storyline:
woman has more than one
sex partner; woman becomes
pregnant; no father's name
on the birth certificate; paternity questioned.
It's the
plot for
"Mamma
Mia," but
this time
without the
ABBA
music.
Let me
stipulate, as
the trial
lawyer
John
Cal's
'Thoughts Edwards
would say,
By Cal Thomas that all
Syndicated
have sinned
Columnist
(as Paul.
the Apostle
wrote) and it is un-Christian
to judge one better than
another simply because he
may not have committed a
sin that someone else has
committed.
This is not about that as
much as it is the aftermath.
Something like: "it isn't the
crime, but the cover-up that
gets you.'
We stopped repenting
some time ago. Our preferred response after being
caught in a transgression in
the modern era is to explain.
Our "confessional' is television and our audience is not
God, but the public. After
repeatedly lying about it,
Edwards finally admitted to
sharing another woman's bed,
but he wants us to know it
was while his wife was in
remission for her cancer,
though he told Bob Woodruff
on "Nightline" that is no
excuse. So then why mention
it?
Edwards said he told Elizabeth about the affair in
2006. If true, that means she
was campaigning for and
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It has been a long time since v.e've had the possibility of
a president who is well-received both at home and abroad.
Eight years to be exact. The drought has apparently forged
-in some pundits' minds the idea that populanty is something
-to be shunned. For them, hatred, particularly on a global
:level is a sign of domestic and foreign policy that is in the
:United States best interests.
How
else to
explain
their
response to
Barack
Obama's
recent successful tour
of the
world
stage?
Many cntBy Martha
ics poohRandolph Carr poohed as
they comSyndicated
pared
Columnist
Obama's
large receptive crowds
to the
accolades a rock star or
young celebrity might gamer
In other words, an elected
AP
leader who's doing his job
should expect only riots and
large, burning effigies. In the old days we used to call
Obama's abilities diplomacy and saw successful diplomatic
foreign relations as a job requirement in order to achieve
peaceful diplomatic resolutions.
The light-weight cnticism in the meantime is an example
of how difficult it has been for naysayers to find something
weighty to hurl at Obama in the hopes of bringing him
down in defeat. Rather than talk about the issues we face in
foreign policy and reflect on what it might be like to
resolve old conflicts without armed conflict and loss of
American lives, what we've heard instead sounds an awful
lot like the kids who didn't get picked first for baseball
complaining about the star hitter. Meanwhile, the game
moves on without them.
This has been, in one form or another, the criticism
thrown at Obama since he began running for president.
Older black civil rights activists have been caught complaining about Obama's campaign being too middle-of-the-road
saying essentially he's spreading himself thin by reaching out
for white voters. Many members of the Congressional Black
Caucus were early Clinton supporters even though Obama's
nomination and possible election as the 44th president of the
United States represents the fruition of withstanding fire
hoses, police dogs, segregated lunch counters and jail.
They are ignoring the possibility Obama has to address
past wrongs of leaving entire segments of the population out
of the discussion without driving away those who are used
to being in power. That's true inclusion and could result in
positive change where diverse sides are more often working
together. This is where McCain or even Clinton has often
been unable to succeed. McCain has spent most of his political career trying to find comfortable ground within his own
party. veering back and forth between the conservatives and
moderates and often frustrating both sides. And while many
-of Clinton's policy ideas such as universal health care were
groundbreaking and desperately needed they were swallowed
up by partisan bickering. Without the ability to reach out to
opponents and explain how the changes would benefit them
as well, the ideas failed.
Without the job skill of being able to bnng diverse sides
together, force is often required, which as we've seen lately
has its own heavy and long term consequences. The third
option when diplomacy fails and force is not used is often
that nothing changes and problems are allowed to become
entrenched and more difficult. Ifs not a solution.
However, those same skills of bridge-building that allowed
Obama to win Iowa in the primaries, much to a lot of people's surprise. might also make it possible for lasting and
positive change in this country and abroad. That's the hope
of every voter and why so many are so optimistic about
what Obama will be able to accomplish. In a country like
ours that is so diverse. Obama is working to represent us
all.
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Chn. 11..06.11, Aillern.ing Mgr.
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with him, testifying to his
character and concern for
"women's issues" even while
she was a co-conspirator in
the cover-up. Isn't it a major
"issue" for a married woman
when her husband cheats on
her?
A female acquaintance
told me, "It doesn't matter."
I responded, "How would
you feel if your husband
cheated on you?" Oh," she
said, "that would matter to
me.' So much for sisterhood.
If someone else's husband
has "traveling pants" it's of
no concern, but if her husband's pants wander, it's a
big deal.
in his carefully c rafted
admission, Edwards said he
had not lived up to the stanAP
dards he set for himself. If
In this Dec. 27, 2606 photo provided by the National Enquirer,
they were his standards he
former U.S. Sen. John Edwards, D-NC, is shown with videogviolated, few would care.
But fidelity is not a standard rapher Rielle Hunter in the 9th Ward of New Orleans, La. On
set by Man; rather "torsa.king Friday, Edwards admitted to having an affair with Hunter.
all others" is the standard
for Bill Clinton while he
The big media were
established by God, not
was governor, but didn't pubenablers in the Edwards
because He wants to deprive
lish it until after the 1992
mess, though the Charlotte
us of pleasure, but because
election. Funny how it isn't
adultery is an affront to Him Observer, McClatchy and
important. or it couldn't be
Raleigh News & Observer
(He gets to make the rules)
corroborated when Democrats
broke the news of the
and causes severe damage to
are the subject, but let a
Edwards affair before his
others.
Republican stray (Larry
ABC confessional. After the
In our narcissistic
Craig, Mark Foley and
National Enquirer scooped
(Edwards got that self-diagDavid Vitter are some recent
major papers on Bill Clinnosis right), pleasure-oriented
ton's "relationship" with Gen- examples) and it immediately'
culture, politicians think they
becomes front-page news.
nifer Flowers in 1992, one
can live like Hollywood
Edwards said the affair
might have expected them to
celebrities. No one expects
was 'brier and ended in
be more aware this time.
sexual probity from an actor.
2006. If so, what was he
The Los Angeles lime.'.
which is why promiscuity no
doing last month at the Bevand The New York Times
longer disqualifies one for a
knew about the Enquirer sto- erly Hilton Hotel at 2 a.m.
movie role.
with his "former" lover and
ries on Edwards, but refused
As more politicians —
her baby? Why was someone
to assign reporters to look
Republicans and Democrats
in his employ paying the
— are exposed for their sex- into them. When California
woman so much money and
Republican Governor Arnold
ual misconduct, it is less
how does she afford a multilikely such low behavior will Schwarzenegger was said to
million-dollar home?
have sexually harassed severdisqualify one for high
Cue the music:
al women. the LA. Times
office. There is speculation
-I've been cheated by
assigned up to half a dozen
that because Bill Clinton has
you since I don't know when
"rehabilitated" himself follow- reporters to investigate.
made up my mind.
So
Remember "Troopergate"?
ing the Monica Lewinsky
The L.A. Times had the story it must tome to an end ...
affair. Edwards might be
Mamma Mia. here I go
about Arkansas state troopers
able to run for president
again
allegedly procuring women
again.
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Hagel as Obatna veep draws concern

Ibituary

mph Dowel West

iiNtAfiA. Net) APi- lalk
Joseph Denzel West. Auburn. Calif., formerly of Murray. Ky
of Republican Sen Chuck Nagel
died Sunday. Aug. 10, 2(08 He had resided in as a potential running mate for
Auburn for the past six years
Democratic candidate Barack
A veteran of World War II. he was a member of Mama tends to confound partirx
•the Church of Chnst He had retired as an employ- sans in both parties.
ee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company
"His anti-war posture might
Preceding him in death was his wife. Jeanne be attractive to Obama, but he's
Tucker West, to whom he had been mamed for 62 anathema to much of the proyears.
gressive base of the Democratic
Survivors include one daughter. Dianne Party," said Toby Chaudhun,
MeGarey, Atlanta, Ga.; two sons, Joe West, Lanai, communications director for the
Hawaii, and James West and wife, Bethany, liberal Campaign for America's
Yost
Auburn: two grandchildren. Landon and Madison Future.
West; one brother, Paschall West. Lynn Grove
Rep. Adrian Smith. R-Neb.,
, community of Calloway County, Ky.
t
Mit
calls the painng "not a good fit"
A memonal service will be Friday at II a.m in and says that on issues other
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray. than the Iraq war, Nagel and
John Dale will officiate.
Obama are not compatible. The
\isitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.
American Conservative Union,
which examines voting records
on everything from abortion to
national security, pegs the
Nebraska Republican as a conservative.
When Hagel accompanied
Obama on his tnp to Iraq and
WASHINGTON (API -The deflated by timing issues that Afghanistan last month, specuideral budget deficit soared in shifted about $19 billion in nor- lation swirled anew that he was
a possible vice presidential pick.
sly, pushed higher by econotn- mal outlays into the prior month.
Plenty of people have sugSo far this year, the budget gested that Obama recruit
stimulus payments and $15
billion,
$371.4
totals
deficit
illion in outlays to protect
Hagel. one of the Senate's most
more than double last year's outspoken opponents of the Iraq
epositors at failed banks.>
The Treasury Department deficit through the same time war. The Illinois senator would
benefit from Hagel's military
!ported that the deficit for July period of $157.4 billion.
The Bush administration experience in Vietnam. they say,
)taled $102.8 -billion. nearly
Hagel would help temper
iple the $36.4 billion deficit recently revised its forecast for and
perceptions that Obama is too
it
this year's deficit, lowering
!corded in July 2007.
liberal. A bipartisan ticket would
The deficit outstnpped the from an estimate of $410 billion. also support Obama's call for
97 billion gap that Wall Street down to $389 billion. However, breaking away from polarizing
conomists had been expecting the Congressional Budget
Others don't see Hagel in that
Office is more pessimistic, proa- r July.
The Treasury said outlays jecting the deficit for this year role, and some predict that dele+ere pushed up by $15 billion will total $4(X) billion when the gates to the party convention
might not either.
ecause of payments the Federal current budget year wraps up on
"I think, though it is impossi)eposit Insurance Corp. made Sept. 30.
ble to predict with absolute conFor the 2009 budget year, fidence, that the delegates would
3 depositors at failed banks.
'he Treasury report did not which begins Oct. I, the admin- not deliver their votes unless at a
ientify the banks but federal istration is now projecting a minimum he switched political
egulators seized the assets of deficit of $482 billion, which parties," said former Sen. Bob
Indy Mae would be the highest in dollar Kerrey. a Democrat from
7alifornia-based
"Even then it would
lank, the largest regulated thrift terms in history, surpassing the Nebraska.
be a difficult vote."
in
set
billion
$413
of
mark
old
history.
o fail in U.S.
Vic Covalt, who takes over as
The FDIC is expected to be 2004.
chairman of the Nebraska
Through July, government Democratic Party in December,
uccessful in recovering much
if its outlays for failed banks, in revenues total $2.094 trillion. said he's not fooled by Nagel's
ian by selling the assets of down I percent from the same Iraq position.
"He's not a good man when it
eized institutions. The FDIC penod a year ago. Revenues
ias also raised the possibility have been weaker this year. comes to everything else, and he
hat it will increase insurance reflecting the sharp slowdown in
wetniums on healthy banks to the overall economy.
Government spending so far
:over the cost of what are
!xpected to be rising bank fail- this budget year totals $2.466
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)ii-es as the current credit crisis trillion, 8.5 percent higher than a A Louisville Republican strateyear ago. That's in part due to gist and businessman is trying to
infoicis.
Besides the payouts by the the $168 billion stimulus pack- give out a million "Nobama"
'INC, government outlays were age Congress passed at the bumper stickers to help voters
ncreased by the final bulk mail- beginning of the year in an effort realize that electing presidential
Obama is not
ngs of government stimulus to keep the country out of a deep hopeful Barack
"inevitable."
iayments in July. The July recession and because of
Ted Jackson announced to his
ieficit also looked worse than increased spending for the wars
customers on Aug. I that his
he July 2007 deficit because in Iraq and Afghanistan.
business would try to honor up
ast year's figure was artificially
to a million requests for the

3udget deficit soars to
1.02.8 billion in July

AP
left, talks
In this U.S. Army photo, Democratic presidential nominee Sen. Barack Obama,
to U.S. military commander in Iraq, Gen. David Petraeus, center. and Sen. Chuck Nagel, RNeb., as they ride inside a helicopter in Baghdad Monday. Talk of Hagel as a potential running
mate for Obama is confounding partisans in both parties.
hasn't voted well in any way, allowed only when the life of the
shape or form that would gain mother is in danger.
Yet in June. the Nebraska
any support from me or any
other thinking Democrat," Republican said he would consider serving as ()barna's runCovalt said.
Nebraska Attorney General ning mate. Still, he added that no
Jon Bruning. a Republican. one had approached him about
questioned whether Nagel could the job and that he expected
()barna to pick a Democrat
take his place behind Obama.
Hagel considered his own
"Hagel couldn't keep his
mouth shut long enough to be presidential hid hut then
somebody's No. 2.- Bruning announced last year he wouldn't
seek a third term in the Senate or
said.
"Nagel is his own man," he the GOP presidential nominasaid. "It's tough to be someone's tion. He was widely mentioned
No. when you're used to mak- as a running mate on an independent ticket with Michael
ing your own decisions."
Although Nagel disagrees Bloomberg before the New York
with President Bush and mayor decided not to run.
Last month. McCain said
Republican candidate John
McCain on the war, he chafes at Bagel could have a place in a
suggestions that he is less than McCain administration. Both
conservative, pointing to his are Vietnam veterans wounded
desire to reduce the scope of the at war, both labeled mavericks
federal government and give for speaking their minds and
more control to states and cities. both strongly conservative in
He says abortion should be their voting records.

Still. Nagel hasn't endorsed
the man he calls a friend and
appears to be drifting farther
from him. Since traveling to Iraq
and Afghanistan with Mama. he
has chided McCain for suggesting that ()barna decided on a
withdrawal front Iraq based on
political expediency.
"John's better than that."
Hagel said on CBS' "Face the
Nation." "It's just not responsible to be saying things like that."
ILO was on the short list foil
vice president once before, in
2(XX) as a possible running mate
for George W. Bush. Nagel said
at the time that he spent $15.0(X1
on accountant lees to put together the information requested by
the Bush campaign and interviewed twice with Dick Cheney,
who was supervising Bush's
search for a running mate.
Bush eventually picked
('heney himself.

Ky. businessman pushes `Nobama' campaign

stickers. His company. The
Spalding Group. is selling 29
items, including T-shirts and
campaign buttons.
"If we're serious about getting a million of these out there.
the possibility that it will have a
Khan. citing an Afghan who was serious impact on the election is
also wounded in the attack.
real." he said. "The more people
Khan said the IRC vehicle, a that see a 'Nobama' sticker on a
white SUV, was riddled with car, the better the chance that
hundreds of bullets. It had stick- people will realize that this
ers on the side of the vehicle (electing Obama) is not
saying IRC. The women were inevitable."
Jackson, not his company. is
traveling from the eastern city of
stickers
Gardez to Kabul when they paying for the bumper
because federal law prohibits
were attacked, he said.
corporate contributions to candiThe International Rescue
Committee provides emergency
relief, rehabilitation, protection
of human rights and post-conflict development in countries
around the world, according to
its Web site.
Two Afghan IRC staff members were shot and killed in
• No tharge for tank set
Logar in July 2007 while dnving to work on the National
• Really Cheap First Fill Gas Price
Solidarity Program. a government-led program that carries
• Locked-in Gas Price for 12 months
out development projects.
• No charge for swapout of competitors tank
The IRC said in July that It
at
projects
was carrying out
• Premium HD-5 Propane Gas
reduced levels despite the dete• Buy a Tank and save more
riorating security situation. in
Afghanistan
*
At least 19 staff from aid
organizations in Afghanistan
have been killed in militant
attacks in 2008. compared with
15 killed in all of 2007, according to a recent report from
ANSO. a security group that
works for aid organizations in
NO ADDED DELIVERY FEE
the country.
It said 2008 was on track to
be the deadliest year for aid
3040 Street Route 94 East
workers in Afghanistan since the

Official: 3 Western women
killed in Afghanistan attack

PUL-E-ALAM, Afghanistan
.A131 - A militant ambush of a
U.S. aid organization's vehicle
his morning killed an American
aid workei along with a BritishCanadian and a Tnnidadian coleague, officials said.
The three women who
worked for the New York-based
International Rescue Committee
were attacked in Logar, one
province south of Kabul. said
Abdullah Khan, the deputy
:ounterterrorism director in
Lugar. The women's Afghan
iriver was also killed, said
Khan.
Melissa Winkler. a spokeswoman for the International
Rescue Committee. said the
group was in the process of
alerting family members and
would issue a statement soon.
Winkler said the women
were an American, a dual
British-Canadian citizen and a
Tnnidad citizen. Earlier, an
Afghan police official had said
he women were American.
Canadian and Insh.
At Logar province's Pul-eAlam hospital. Dr. Mir Mabub
Shah said all four bodies had
multiple bullet wounds.
Three female Afghan nurses
were covenng the three victims
in a white cloth shroud as they
placed them in wooden coffins.
The attack was carried out by
five gunmen brandishing assault
rifles who stepped out of a small
village area and fired at the IRC
vehicles on the main road, said

dates
Obama's campaign dismissed the merchandise,
Campaign spokesman Dan
Leistikow told The (Louisville)
Courier-Journal for a Tuesday
story that Mama "believes we
need to move beyond the crippling partisanship and division
of recent years."
The newspaper i;ays the campaign for Republican presumptive nominee John McCain
declined to comment, but that
Republican National Committee
spokeswoman Katie Wright
endorsed what Jackson is doing.
Eugenia McAvoy. a communications professor at Chicago's
St. Xavier University, said the
strategy could appeal to conservatives in the Republican Party
who haven't been excited by
McCain because of his more
moderate voting record and
opposition to George Bush in
the 2000 GOP primary.
"What he's doing is word
association," said McAvoy, a
Republican and a former can&

What's Cookini

Prebuy Gas Sale!

Calloway County Propane Gas

2001 U.S.-led invasion that
ousted the Taliban.

Murray. Kentocicy
753-7485 • to free 1-888-272-0559

date for Illinois state representative. "Language can have a
major impact on political cam-

paigns." Other companies are
also distributing merchandise
with the "Nobama" logo.
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Red Cross Blood
Drive will be Friday
at Weaks Center
BY LARRY DOYLE
Blood dhves chairman
Race to the blood drive to
guarantee that someone, maybe
three people, will have a good
summer because of you! The
race will end but the need for
blood is on going and the gratification is instant.
Give of yourself this summer and visit the Walmart on
Friday between 7 a.m. and 5
pin. The Red Cross Blood
Services staff will be there to
take blood donations.
Red Cross Blood Drives during August are co-sponsored
by NASCAR and participation
us ill result in a limited edition
of NASCAR lanyard, including entering a change to win
an all-expense-paid trip to the
Checker Auto Parts 500 at the
Phoenix International Speedway
on Nov. 9, 2008. Also, visit
redcrossracing.com
and
exchange points for Red Cross
racing gear.
One pint of blood can pro-
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Big Buddha handbag, are designed for the
modem 5500540 who mar juggle a career
'shoot,or a family Big Buddha bag, are o5 oh. fun and casual and won I break the bank
Ther come in a rand) of stile, and color,
We hare nisi reamed a new shipment or
these lilestrle handbags
Hobo handbag, are wondertul leather hag,
that are designed th A woman or women
Ther hare mans WNW' caturc. We hasc
Iwo reteiscd 'ultnc :calls tate animal print
Juts he,
Animal print is malls somata on strong lot
tall whether it is zebric leopard or giraffe
rou'll be seeing 0 in clothing. aecessones
and furniture
Some of the fall's best looks include tailored chic. categonzed as -*•ardrtiv etas%ICS- — clothes that kit.* great in the office
Included are "statement tacker, belted and
shaped. trench coats and Haters worn with
wide legged pails or pencil skirts and boot,
Fabulous nch jewel tones such a, purple.
magenta. sappinre blues, red. eggplant gold.
ellow adored with gra) and black to brighten up the dreary dar, of fall and winter
He hare just what son are kicking for sin
some in ,0011
Dlle I find we hare receired more sit mr
cookbook, "Puning On The Dog' with Lils
on the i.orer great esersdas east recipes
Fndar is T6 I F Come in for our iCtTel
sale Ion nein know what kind ot specials
xe will hare
Congratulations is, Jennifer Crouse who
arm the door prize List Fndar
Sian filfted in nett week A fun ti fashion
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Seouna Abbott & Matthew McNutt
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Michelle & 100 Bundren
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Lacy & Russ Clearer

•

Kim & Andy Davenport
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Annette & Cho: Hole

•
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Leigh I. Dom& Johnson
Justin Jones
Kimberly Kimbel & Clay Ryan
Catherine & Alan Lamer
Tanya & Justin Morton
Arnanoo & David Moore
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Erin & Steve Mathis

•

Rebecca & Roger Milton

•
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Mist; Sanders & Chris Burkeen
Monica & Daniel Spiceland
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Tommy & Rich Wilson
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Cluldrrit I Clothing & Accessones
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Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kelley.com
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Gifts
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Summer Clearance
25%-75% OFF
25% OFF Perennials
50% OFF Select Giftware
75% OFF Annuals
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Murray Art Guild member and gourd
artist Ken Kietzke will offer a "Gourd
Embellishing" workshop on Saturday and
again on Saturday, Aug. 23, from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Guild, located at 500 North
4th St., Murray, according to Debi Henry
Danielson, executive director.
Gourds will be provided as participants
will learn various gourd decorating techniques such as burning, drawing and painting, and carving. Enrollment is limited.
Jo's
Datebook For registration contact the Guild at murBy Jo Burkeen rayartguild@murray-ky.net or call 7534059.
Community
Quilting event on Friday
Editor
Calloway County Extension Office will
host the opportunity for those who want to learn how to quilt
or those who have been quilting for years to get together to
learn more about quilting, share ideas and learn research-based 2.
information on various topics The first meeting will be Friday from 6 tot 7:30 p.m. at the extension office at 310 South
4th St., Murray. This opportunity, organized by Calloway County Homemakers. Corrine Foster and Rose Cullen, is free and.:.
open to the public. Various service projects, learning opportu-:7:
nities and field trips will also be introduced. To register call::
753-1452.

CCHS Soccer event Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lynn Key
The children of Bobby Lynn and Patricia Key invite friends
and family to attend a 50th wedding anniversary celebration
on Saturday. Aug. 16, 2008, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church fellowship hall. 114 North Third St., Central
City.
Mr. Key is a retired teacher with the Muhlenberg County
Board of Education and Mrs. Key is a retired culinary arts
instructor with the Job Corps.
The couple was married by Rev. C.W. Devine and Rev.
Bonell Key at First Baptist Church of Central City on Aug.
16. 1958. They have four children and seven grandchildren.
Invitations were sent to out-of-town guests only. The couple requests no gifts please, just the pleasure of your company.

Chaney & Darron Boatright

repe.r

40.guti
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Murray Art Guild offering
'Gourd Embellishing' workshop
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vide life sustaining benefits for
three people and only you can
provide life-saving blood. Give
blood and become a member
of an exclusive group: The 5
percent of the eligible United
States population that actually
donates blood. Plan to donate
blood every 56 days 18 weeks)
and encourage others to give
blood.
To be eligible to give blood,
a donor must be healthy, at
least 17 years old (no upper
age limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days. and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood. High blood
pressure and diabetes will not
disqualify one, if the condition is under medical control.
Refreshments will be served.
The next two scheduled Red
Cross Blood Drives are Monday. Aug. 25. from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. 1620W. Main St.. Murray: and Wednesday. Aug. 27,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Hawkins Research.
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COMMUNITY
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Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m

Zir/S ginnouncemen/
Monica Lynn Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Wilkinson of Murray, formerly Of
Bowling Green. are the parents of a daughter, Monica
Lynn Wilkinson, born on Tuesday. June 24. 2008, at 7:34
a.m. at Bowling Green Medical Center, Bowling Green.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
3 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Lauren Schwartz. A brother is David and two sisters
are Kristiana and Aaliyah.
Paternal grandparents are
Lynal and Sue Hood of Murray and Robert and Peggy Wallender of Las Vegas, Nev.
Maternal grandparents are
Marqueritt
Micheal
and
Schwartz of Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Paternal great-grandparents
are John Karasek of Paris.
Tenn., and Patsy Karasek of
Murray.
Maternal great-grandparent

MHS Sports event Saturday
Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff will be Saturday
at 7 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and other
adult guests will be $3. All athletes, coaches, students and
children under school age will be admitted free. MHS Tiger
Band will have concessions available. Recognized will be the
MHS and MMS football teams, MHS boys and girls soccer
teams, cross country, golf, volleyball, dance team, swim team.
MHS and MMS cheerleaders, MMS softball and MHS band.

SS representative to be at library
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more infonnation call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

Old Salem Cemetery Day planned
Old Salem Cemetery Donation meeting day will be Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the cemetery, located on Old
Salem Road, Murray. Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Stan Downs,
1385 A.B. Lassiter Rd., Murray, KY 42071 or call 753-1718
for more information.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.:
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or •
210-4173.

'Park-and-Putt' Thursday
The Murray Disc Golf Club will sponsor a "Park-and-Putt"
competition on Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray Central
Park. Players will be using shortened tees and points will be
awarded for different shots. All adults and children are invited. A fee of $5 will be taken.
Monica L. Wilkinson
is Helen Schleier of Spring,
Texas. •
Paternal great-great-grandparent is Berniece Jefford of
Bettendorf, Iowa.

Fundraiser for New Beginnings
Transition Home scheduled
New Beginnings Transition
Home will have a fund-raising
event starting Saturday at 4:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
207 Robertson Rd.. South, just
off Ky. Hwy. 94 West, Murray.
A concert featuring local talent will be from 4:30 to 6:30
p.m.
Featured will be Greater
Hope Youth. Marla Thomason,
Dorothy Rogers. Lance Turner, Joseph Winchester. Madea
Erickson, Bro. Ryker and Jennifer Wilson, Westside Men's
Quartet, Heather Molle'. Carolyn Winchester. Bro. Roy
Yoakem, Melissa Winn, Bro.
Paul Lile, Jim Wilson, Jim and
Jackie Thusman and For Heaven's Sake.
Vocal solos, trios and quartets will be included along with
solos on the trumpet, viollin,
piano and flute.
Carolyn Story Outland and
Ann Davenport of Murfrees-

Calloway County Soccer Foundation will host Meet the Lakers/Alumni Night on Saturday with a fundraising BBQ dinner
for $5 each at 5 p.m. , brief annual board meeting at 6 p.m.
and fun scrimmages between both the women and men alumni players. If you played soccer at CCHS or were a proud
parent of a former player you are invited to come and support this year's team. For more information e-mail Sheri Erwin,
foundation president, at sheril.envin@hotmail.com

boro. Tenn., co-authors of
"Blessings Beyond Barriers and
Overcoming the Ordinary Life,"
will be featured speakers. Other
Christian motivational speakers
for the program at 7 p.m. will
be State Representative Melvin
Henley. Ron Wright, Billy Barton and Bro. Marvin Barner.
A new Fender acoustic guitar. donated by Music Zone,
will be given away at the close
of the evening program.
Carol and John Spivey will
provide bar-b-que. chips and
drinks for a $5 donation at
6:30 p.m. between the concert
and program.
Money raised will go to
establish this transition home for
women coming out of prison.
The event is being sponsored by Westside Jail/Prison
Ministry, New Beginnings Support Group, New Beginnings
Outreach Team and New Beginnings Transition Homes, Inc.

Volunteer training Thursday
The annual volunteer training for parents of children at
Southwest Elementary School will be Thursday at the school.
Training times will be either 9 a.m. or 6 p.m. in the school
cafeteria.

Special group will meet
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreaching Office of
Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group each Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office. For information call 759-2373.

Lodge 592 plans meeting
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:45 in the media center.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screens
today from 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the post office at New Concord.

Assistance for veterans will be given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the VA Clinic, 2620
Perkins Creek Dr., Paducah, and today from 10 a.m. to 3:15
p.m. at the Unemployment Office, 319 South 7th St., Mayfield. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance. For
information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840 or e-mail .
ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time pernuts.

Teddy may tell me to shove it
When he sees this picture of him with his mullet.
I just couldn't pass up the chance
To show off this proud stance.
Oh, by the way
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r. and Mrs. Jerry Steele

Moore and Fitch

McMinn and Pennington

Lexie and Owen Moore of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Cherie Denise
Moore, to Mark Allen Fitch. son of Peggy and James Fitch
of West Frankfort, Ill.
Miss Moore is the granddaughter of Aubrey and Toopie
Moore and the late Carol Turley, all of Murray.
Mr. Fitch is the grandson of Whanda and Willie Cheatham
and the late Helen and Lewis Fitch, all of West Frankfort.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School and 2003 graduate with a bachelor's degree in graphic communications management at Murray State University.
She is employed with Walgreens at Louisville.
The groom-elect received his bachelor's degree in business
from Murray State University. He is employed with Wal-Mart
Co. in Louisville.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 16, 2008, at 6 p.m. at
Hope Harbor Church. Murray. A reception will follow at the
Kenlake State Resort Park Lodge. All relatives and friends are
invited.

Dr. and Mrs. Jim McMinn of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Carolyn McMinn, to Brian Pennington,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pennington of Williamsport, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, Tenn., and is employed by the West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Middle Tennessee State
University, Murfreesboro, Tenn. He is employed with Maley _
Lawn & Landscape Services.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 27, 2008, at 5:30 p.m.
'
in Murray.

Jerry and MariIla Steele will be honored with a reception
Sunday. Aug. 24, 2008, from 2 to 4 p.m., at the multipose building of Northside Church of Christ, Mayfield, as
y celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with family and
!nds.
All relatives and friends are invited to join the celebration
this special milestone. The family requests no gifts, only a
mory to share.
They were married at Macedonia Church of Christ in Graves
unty on July 27, 1958, with the late Robert L. Collier offiting. Ann Shelby Harris and the late David Bynum were
ir attendants.
Both are natives of Graves County. Mr. Steele is a retired
rneyman electrician and enjoys collecting books, reading.
I studying his Bible. Mrs. Steele is retired from the city of
iyfield where she worked for 29 years and enjoys reading,
lecting clowns, and her family.
They have made their home in Mayfield and Graves Counfor 35 years and are members of the Northside Church of
rist where he serves as an elder and she is active in the
ies' jail ministry. He has been a minister of the gospel for
re than 45 years having served Churches of Christ in Kenky, Tennessee, Mississippi and Illinois. They make their
ne in the house her grandfather built, on the property which
family has come to call the old homeplace.
Mr. Steele is the son of the late Alvis and Rubye Mae
ve Steele, and Mrs. Steele is the daughter of the late Alvin
I Willie Mae Pinner Clark.
Their children are Algene and Donna McCoy Steele of Henson, Tenn. They have two grandchildren, Jessica and Anna
therine Steele, also of Henderson. They also had a foster
1, the late David R. Wood of Rockport, Texas.

IF YOU HAVENIEVEIff YOU'D
LIKE TO ANNOUNCE CALL
753-1916

Kentucky's First Lady Jane
Beshear to speak at Adsmore
PRINCETON, Ky. — "Join
us in welcoming Kentucky's
First Lady Jane Beshear to
Adsmore, Wednesday, Aug.
20," said Ardell Jarratt.
Adsmore curator. "The First
Lady will be speaking at 12
noon. A light lunch will be
available from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m."

[ospital kicks off Building
,etter Healthcare Charitable
iiving Campaign

Murray-Calloway County to secure $3 million to achieve
spital recently kicked off its this goal of beginning the conilding Better Healthcare struction of the only residenaritable Giving Campaign.
tial Hospice House that will
Leading the campaign for be located in Western Kenport under the theme "Build- tucky.
The campaign also supports
Better Healthcare," are
ith Bailey. CEO of MCCH ,a new rural physician educaI Keith Travis, vice presi- tion program. Murray State UniMurray-Calloway
it of Physician Recruitment. versity,
The campaign is the employ- County Hospital and the Unimedical staff, and the corn- versity of Kentucky will work
nines' opportunity to make together to develop a program
ifference. The campaign will focused at producing quality
port a new residential Hos- physicians. The program will
e House, a new Rural Physi- be funded with state funds of
n Education Program, and the $20 million, and aims to raise
!aking New Ground Equip- $250,000 annually over 20 years
to cover the operating expensft Fund.
The residential Hospice es for a total of $5 million.
use will provide 12-beds
The Breaking New Ground
ere terminally ill patients Equipment Fund will also be
I end
life's journey in a supported by the charitable givnfortable home-like setting. ing campaign. MCCH continvill offer an important option ues to build better healthcare
people who are in need of for the community by expandI-of-life care and cannot, or ing its services. The 158.000
fer not, to die at home, in square feet expansion will prohospital, or in a nursing vide the community and region
ne. Hospice Houses offer a with the latest in technology
iety of services to meet the and services. Individuals will
esical, emotional, psychoso- have the opportunity to supspiritual needs of its port the hospital's building
I.
efforts through several equip'dents.
This new facility will pro- ment and building naming
e 24-hour visitation for fam- opportunities.
Anyone interested in makand friends, and special
lily rooms and facilities for ing a contribution or finding
t and relaxation or special out more about naming opportunities are encouraged to call.
herings.
Murray-Calloway County For more information regardspital accepted its first Hos- ing the Charitable Giving Came patient on January IS. paign, call Travis, vice-presi11 and since that time has dent of physician development
ved more than 1,164 patients at 762-1908.
I families. The hospital needs

lryant named to dean's
st at Peabody College

NASHVILLE, Tenn. —Julie
me Bryant has been named
the Spring 2008 dean's list
the Peabody College of
iderbilt University.
To qualify for the honor a

student must receive grades
equivalent to a 3.5 or a 4.0
scale for the semester.
Bryant is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Denham of Murray, Ky.
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"We are delighted the First
lady is coming to Princeton
to speak about the FEI (Federation Equestrian International) World Equestrian Games and
the impact the largest sporting event to ever be held in
Kentucky will have on tourism

•See Page 8A
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Iglesias and Thurmond

Mayfield and Fitzhugh

Mr. and Mrs. James B. Burkeen

Mr. and Mrs. Robin L. Stroud of Murray and Dr. and Mrs.
Julio Iglesias of Winnfield. La.. announce the engagement of
their daughter. Ashley Ann Iglesias. to Brandon Lee Thurmond.
son of Tony and Janice Thurmond of Murray.
Miss Iglesias is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
L. Rice of Viera. Fla.. and Mr. and Mrs. Julio Iglesias of Cordoba. Argentina.
Mr. Thurmond is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lee
of Mayfield and Billy Gene Thurmond of Murray.
The bride-elect is attending Murray State University studying for her master's degree.
The groom-elect is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by A & K Construction of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 4. 2008. at 5 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village, Gilbertsville.

Kelly Scarbrough and Mike Mayfield of Murray announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Leslie Mayfield, to Patrick Fitzhugh, son of Sally Nelson of
Ft. Myers, Fla.. and Mr. and Mrs. Mike Fitzhugh of Creve
Coeur. Mo. Both the bride-elect and groom-elect reside in Lake
St. Charles, Mo.
Miss Mayfield is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Murphy of Murray. the late Vonna Auddiss of California. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emerine of Murray. She is the greatgranddaughter of Sue Morton of Murray.
Mr. Fitzhugh is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Fitzhugh and the late Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Nelson, all
of Missouri.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Paducah Community College. She is employed
with The Goddard School of O'Fallon. Mo.
The groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Parkway North High
School and attended Kansas State University. He is employed
with Marshall Ford of OTallon. Mo.
The private family ceremony will be Saturday. Oct. 18,
2008. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.
Invitations will be sent.

Catherine Leann Settle and James Bryant Burkeen were married Saturday. June 28. 2008. at 6 p.m. in the chapel of First
Baptist Church. Murray.
Mike Crook officiated at the ceremony. Pianist was Lisa
Ray.
Crystal Settle, sister-in-law of the bride, was matron of
honor. Dennis B. Burkeen, father of the groom, was best man.
Flower girls were Eva Linn, niece of the groom, and Raegao
Settle, niece of the bride.
A reception followed in the Welcome Center of the churck:
The bride is the daughter of Bill and Debbie Settle of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mary Hicks and the late John;
me Hicks of Goodlettsville. Term., and Essie Settle and the
late Walter Settle of Dover, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Keith and Gail Knight of Murray
and Dennis and Rhonda Burkeen of Aurora. He is the grand,-.
son of J.B. and Jo Burkeen of Murray and the late Emig,
Sheridan and Jean Norsworthy of Murray.
The bride is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School and
a 2006 graduate of Murray State University. She is employed
•
by The Murray Bank.
The groom is a 1997 graduate of Calloway County Higli
School, a 2001 graduate of Murray State University and g
2006 graduate of the University of Louisville Brandeis Scho4
of Law. He is employed by The Department of Public Advo.cacy.
Following a honeymoon trip to Florida, the couple is residing in Murray

•Beshear
the World Equestrian Foundation to insure all communities
throughout Kentucky. Over have a chance to participate
600,000 people are expected and benefit from the Games
to attend the horse event fea- by hosting the "Kentucky Expeturing jumping. reining, and rience" pavilion at the Kentucky
dressage at the Horse Park in Horse Park which will showLexington. September of 2010." case all the Commonwealth has
"I am hoping we have a to offer. We in western Kengood crowd to greet the First tucky have moch to offer
Lady and show our support tourists. Let's show our supfor the Equestrian Games," said port of this event and tourism
Jarratt. "The Department of by greeting the First Lady at
Travel is working closely with Adsmore on August 20."

From Page 7A

ScholarshipNews
Deobrah Welsh of Kevil has been awarded the Hope, Endeavor and Achievement Scholarship to attend Murray State University. This scholarship is availabe to all students.
Welsh is the daughter of Willis and ella Deitz of Kirksey.
She is a former graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently majoring in nursing at Murray State.
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IN 1879. A CONFIDENT GROUP Of VISIONARY
BUSINESSMEN CREATED A BANKING
ORGANIZATION THAT HAS MATURED INTO A
DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL INSTITUTION.
THROUGH WORLD WARS, STOCK MARKET
CRASHES, NATURAL DISASTERS AND ECONOMI,
PEAKS AND VALLEYS. THE STRENGTH OF
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HERITAGE BANK HAS NEVER WAVERED.

WITH A CENTURY-OLD HISTORY ON WHICH
TO BUILD, THIS 21ST CENTURY COMPANY
IS FACING THE FUTURE WITH LEADERSHIP
SKILLS GROUNDED IN PAST SUCCESS AND
INVIGORATED WITH FUTURE CHALLENGES.

NITICTs

TRUST US WHEN WE SAY THAT HERITAGE

in

BANK WILL BE HERE FOR YOU.

Sincerely,

YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.

John E.. Peek CEO
Prestbst ma
Heritage Bank
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ERITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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:andy-coated
bugs add flavor
o Ky. exhibit

5WENSBORO. Ky.(API —
tct candy isn't for the
eamish, but a museum in
ensboro dished up such
its as 'Crispy Chocolate
tel Parfait" and wraps of
ited mealwonns to accompathe Big Bug exhibit at the
stem Kentucky Botanical
dens.
)nly about two dozen advenais eaters showed up Sunday
sample the crittery confecis, which were offered at a
:nicking with the Bugs'
nt at the botanical gardens.
kmong the pickings: chocobites of roasted and ground
.kets, suckers with insec's
)edded insude them and
,ps featuring the roasted and
mealworrns.
[he event was associated
Ii the Big Bugs exhibit that
.ned earlier this month at the
Jens. It features giant woodsculptures of insects, some of
in up to 15 feet tall and
ghing up to 1,200 pounds.
Four-year-old Ian Hart tried
le of the bug food. But he
zed his mother. Christy Hart,
to "eat it all."
She told the (Owensboro)
ssenger-Inquirrr that her son
n't know what was in the
Cricket
Chocolate
spy

Parfait.
'It tastes great." she said.
In addition to the picnic. the
Owensboro Museum of Science
and History is offering candy
such as scorpion suckers and
Salt-n-Vinegar Crick-ettes in its
gift store.
Joyce Taylor of Whitesville
sampled some Tomato and
Insect Cheese Cups, which
included crickets and mealworms.

"It tastes just like regular
food," she said.
That's the idea, said Todd
Reynolds. the museum's programming coordinator and science education director.
Along with other fare.
Reynolds offered Wax Poetic
Trail Bars made with toasted
wax worms, something primarily used as fish bait.
"They're highly valued for
their nutritional value and flavor." Reynolds said.
Chef Justin Crandall, who
owns Pangea Catering, prepared
Cricket-and-Potato-Chip
Encrusted Perk Loin and Green
Tea-Roasted Grub Creme Bride
for the event.
"This is my first time cooking
with bugs," he said. 'It tastes
surprisingly good."

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
ACTION!: Faculty and staff with the Murray State University Department of Libraries participated Monday in the filming of a
promotional video to be used on the library's Web site. According to Adam Murray, interim dean of libraries at MSU,the piece
will be used as an instructional tool to showcase the many changes at the library. Pictured above. Justin Patton (seated at right)
films the group walking across the MSU campus while Austin Dodd, (center) an MSU freshman and student worker at the
library, talks about the many aspects of the MSU library.

Fall semester will be last for KET courses
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Registration is in
progress'for courses at many participating
Kentucky colleges and universities for
2008's fall session. The courses begin airing
Aug. 25, and are available through videostreaming and DVD rental in addition to
regular broadcast delivery. Due to recent
state budget cuts, this will be the final
semester that KET College Courses are
offered.
For nearly 30 years, KET has managed
Telecommunications
Kentucky
the
Consortium (KTC), serving students with
college-credit courses through television
broadcast and streaming video online. The
program was funded by a grant from the
Council on Post Secondary Education
(CPE). As a result of state budget cuts. the
CPE has discontinued funding for the Kit
program. Consequently. all KET College
Courses services will cease following the
fall 2008 semester.
"Over the years, the College Courses program has assisted more than 140,000

Kentucky students earn college credits,"
said Malcolm Wall, KET executive director.
'We are proud to have been a partner in providing this important community service.'
Campus instructors facilitate these fully
accredited college courses, which may
require a few on-campus sessions, and students can communicate with their instructors through e-mail, phone or fax. Upon successful completion of each course, students
earn three hours of college credit.
The following colleges and universities
are offering credit for some or all KET
College Courses this fall: Eastern Kentucky
University, Elizabethtown Community and
Technical College, Kentucky State
University, Morehead State University,
Murray State University, Northern
Kentucky University, University of
Kentucky, University of Louisville and
Western Kentucky University.
The lineup for the 200e fali semester
includes the following undergraduate-level
courses.

OVER 100 HD
CHANNELS AVAILABLE -

atiD

TUF70
reit

Discovering Psychology - Updated
Edition
Exploring Society - Introduction to Socety
Framework for Democracy - Introduction
to Amencan Government Human Geography
'People, Places and Change
It's Stnctly Business - An Introduction to
the World of Business Journey to Health Mind, Body and Spirit
Literary Visions - Reading, Writing and
Literature
Our Diverse World - Studies in Cultural
Anthropology
Our Families, Ourselves' Marriages and
Families
The Power of Place - Geography for the
21 Century
Something Ventured - An Entrepreneurial
Approach to Small Business Management
The Unfinished Nation I - Early
Colonization to Reconstruction (to 1877)
The Western Tradition I - Pre-western
Civilization through the Middle Ages
More information about KET College
Courses, including how to register, is available at wwwket.org/collegecourses, or by
calling (800) 432-0970.
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AP
,ristina Tapp, 5, enjoys her cncket sucker during the
cnicking With the Bugs/An Insect Dinner" at the Western
ntucky Botanical Garden in Owensboro, Ky. "Kids love this
iif," Chnstina's father, Paul Tapp, said. The event was preIted by the Owensboro Museum of Science and History.
is was the second "Wonderous Sunday" activity for David
gers' Big Bug sculpture exhibit at the garden. Visitors had
t option to dine on various insect treats.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky native son Abraham
icoln will be honored during the 104th Kentucky State Fair with
lisplay that recognizes his birthplace, rise to the presidency and
:omplishments as chief executive.
An 8,000-square-foot display called "Kentucky's Abraham
'coin" will be divided into areas which explore his life from his
th Feb. 12, 1809. in a log cabin to his ascension to the White
use. It also traces his struggles in office as he sought to end slay
and bring a halt to the Civil War.
The fair opens Thursday and runs through Aug. 25.
A national commemoration of the 200th anniversary of Lincoln's
th began Feb. 12 and related events are being held throughout
ntucky. The Kentucky Historical Society and the Kentucky State
ir sought an appropriate educational exhibit for this year's fair and
3se Lincoln, said society spokeswoman Lisa Cleveland.
"It will be fun for students and educational." Cleveland said. She
d teachers will devise lesson plans about Lincoln. based on what
Idren learn about him at the fair.
Central City Elementary School teachers Dorothy Parker and
ggy Shoemaker plan to take 84 fifth-graders from the school the
5 miles to the fair to see the Lincoln exhibits.
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008 Kentucky State Fair
howcases Lincoln's roots
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• FREE.Activation witti commitment
• FREE tit DVR Equipment Upgrade
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• FREE DishROME- Protection fiian For 9/Months •
• S.G. Credit on Vow First Brli

• FREE Standard Professional installatton

Ask about Al! Digital P ograiimung starting at S19.99/tiitinttli

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
Olympic Plaza • 506 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY
759-0901
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Kentucky Community
and Technical College
to provide the CDL
Truck Dneng Program
CDL Training services
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Proprietary
Education
EOE
Institution
http Mrainingwestkenlucky kcics.edurtruckdriving shtml
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$8.50 Column Inch, 60",,', Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All Li AJ, Must Run Within o Day Period
1135 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I

1s, I
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$8.2.5 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 112 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Sel'(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Sa
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 7534927
Help Wwiled

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-CI-00495
JPNORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,

PLAINTIFF,

VS, NOTICE OF SALE
JESSE BOGGESS,JENNIFER L. BOGGESS,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 186,201 73, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
August 22, 2008, at the hour of 10-00 a in local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 57 Elm Street, Dexter, KY 42036. and being more particularly described as
follows
Two lots in the town of Dexter, being Lots Numbers 122 and 125 each being 108
feet by 210 feet as shown in the SW and MS Jones Extension plat of said Tbwn
of Dexter. Ky.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil, gais and other minerals, if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jesse Boggess and wife
Jennifer L Boggess, by deed from Harvey Pritchett, et al . dated August 24.
2006, of record in Book 668, Page 689, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned property shall be mold on a cash or credit basis of thirty I30/
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 31:0 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 1131 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty daye. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
fins 30th day of July, 2008
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Ceurt

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT 07 THE STATE OF WASHINGTON IN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING, JUVENILE DEPARTMENT
IN RE THE DEPENDENCY OF MAKYLA ANN RENAE JORDAN DOB
6/12/06 LEIAYA LOULSE KING Di1R 12:251C 1
NO 06-7-03724 SEA 06-7-03728-5
SEA NOTICE OF HEARING
TO: Nichol Cheven King, Mother, Marcus Carter Jordan. aka Johnson. Father of
Makyle Shaun Mikel Frost, aka Shawn Frost, Father of Levaya, andior anyone
claiming parental/paternal rights or interest in the children and to All Whom It
May Concern,
You are hereby notified that on June 19,2008, a petition for Dependency
Guardianship was filed in the above entitled Court, pursuant to RCW 13.34.080
and/or RCW X.33.310 regarding the above named children, whose parent. are
Nichol Cheven King and Marcus Carter Jordan, aka Johnson, Father of Makyla,
and Shaun Mikel Frost, aka Shawn Frost, Father of',clays
[FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,CALL 206-720-3293, 800 a in 4:30 p.m.I
Said Petition will be heard on September 8, 2008. at the hour of 8,15 a.m., at
King County Superior Court, Juvenile Department, 1211 E. Alder, Seattle. WA
before a judge of the above entitled court, at which time you are directed to
appear and answer the said petition or the petition will be granted and action
will be taken by the court ouch as shall appear to be for the welfare of the said
children.
Dated 7/31/08
BARBARA MINER
KING COUNTY
SUPERIOR COURT CLERK
By,
EPC, Deputy Clerk

LEGAL SALE
Notice is hereby given that on Friday, August 22,
2008 on or about the hour of 10.30 am Ilocal time:
Whayne Supply Company at 1600 N 8th St.,
Paducah, KY sill offer the following equipment at
public sale to wit I Lemon 470 combine. an.
09TWO0418 This gale will be et public outcry to thu.
. highest oidder, and will be for cash at the time of
sale Seller reserves the right to bid The equipment
may be inspected at Whayne Supply Company's
, place of business in Paducah Licensed
auctioneer- Bunch Brothers Auctioneer Realty
411•111=MIMMIMI

YOU can run, but you
caret hide from the
gang Happy Belated
50th Birthday Jimmy
Potts

11-1E Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but inaccuracies
do
occur
Readers using this into,
mation do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies men
boned herein are believed
to be reputable The
Murray Ledger & Times
nor any ot its employees
accept any responsibility
whatsoever for thee acted
Flies

ROOMMATE wanted
for nice 3 BR, 2 BA on
531 Bailey Rd. 2
female
roommates
$225 dep/mo plus utilielectric.
ties and
705-0056

LOST Reward 50-60
lb yellow dog, 9 years
tail,
old
curled
answers to Tar. New
Concord area
436-2718

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.
MUNRO

LEDGER &TIMES
Now hiring doormon
fur security purposes.
,..-- Apply in person,
4...:
#1
no phone
calls please
itlit-,_#:
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CURVES
Fitness
Center has opening to
pan-time, 15 hrs, pe
position
week
Mornings & evenings
Will train Must have
desire to help others.
Apply at 602 N. 12th
St.

Area high School
Tem.hing Opooktinities
Exciting Dual Service (adjunct) teaching
opportunities are available in a vanety of area
high schools. All you need is a Master's degree
with 18 hours in the discipline area. We are
looking for instructors for Math. English,
Psychology, and Speech

DISCLAIMER

Comejoin our team!
II I

Jackson State Community College is currently
accepting applications for adjunct instructors
in area high schools.
Visit w,wJsc.eda
to download an application [Odd)"
EOFJAA

Full-time RN for busy medical
practice. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Will need good phone,
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule
which will include Saturdays. Please
senc resume and cover letter to: P.O.
Box 1040-B, Murray, KY 42071.

.I ih1 1 . .

Assistant Facility Manager. Regional Special
Events Center, Murray State University.
Full-time, non-teriurce, 12 mote position to
begin September 2008. Guailacations:
Bachelor's degree and a minimum of two years
experience in Facility Management, Markeeng,
Public Relations. Sales or a related field
required. Must have ability to create
professional desktop publishing documents.
Must be able to demonstrate initiative arid ability
to interface with departmerts and personnel on
campus. Must be able to work evenings.
weekeee and holidays, Prior supervisory
experience and industry experience preferred.
Knowledge of area/conventiori facilities
reconikeeping, report preparation and finance
preferred. Graphic and web design experience
preferred. Responsibilities: Implement and
assess promotional and advertising strategies
for the Regional Spenal Events Center and
Lovett Auditonum, its events, clients and
corporate &forts. Responsible for the
scheduling and coordination of all events
logistical setupseadlity bookings, event
promotional activities, facility and corporate
efforts, production and dissemination of both
press and facifity related information,
development and maintenance of effective
woreing relationships with media, government,
and the university community. Duties also
include providing support and services as
requested to oromoters, clients and/or vendors,
coordination of departmental goals and assignments with the Vice President of Institutional
Advancement and the Facility Manager.
Application deadline: Postmarked by August
15, 2008. To Apply. Send letter of application,
resume and names, addresses and contact
numbers of three professional references to:
Search Committee Chair, Murray State
University, Regional Special Events Center,
1401 State Route 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity M/PD/,
AA employer.
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Housecleaning
270-759-9553
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AMANDA S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
home
environment
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031
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Britthaven of Benton is currently ar.ceptuig applications for the following position: RN's afternoon
shift. We offer competitive, wages and an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
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CENTER
Oirsetor/Managsment
Consultant-Murray,
Small
Business
Development Center,
College of Business &
Public Affairs, Murray
State University. Fulltime eon-tenure track
begin
position
to
September
2008.
Qualltleations:
Bachelor's in Business
with experience workCD1.,,kihmer
ing with the business
communise required.
OW:gm
Experience in owning,
Ors & Baci • Home Weekl!..
S25014 wed 412`4...
operating, or consult(ITS Lam 44 $41100 per k
ing with small business
Ii 70 all miles
preferred. Must have
I 35. Terminal,
strong communication
lnu.trance D.0001111
Pod (krentatoon
and presentation skills
!sm.-dare Oprnmg,
with the ability to work
Financkal Sign On 4..1.4an,
with a variety of conCall 866-250-3389
stituents. Must Dosses
accounting
and/or
SPORTABLE
financial analysis skills.
Scoreboards offers
Familiarity
with
region
opportunities for indiand community service
viduals who share our
pteferred.
agencies
positive commitments
R•sponsibilitles:
and goals.
Consultation to small
owners,
business
Grant Writer, Department of Regional
We are in search of full
mangers and entrepreStewardship & Outreach, Murray State University time, day shift employneurs. Present and
Full-time position to begin September 2008.
ees to NI positions in
1) lead seminars on a
Qualifications Bachelors degree with one year these
areas
variety of business
of related work experience in a university or busi- Electronic/circuit
related
topics.
ness setting requeed. Must have strong organize board Hilmar, some
Outreach visit, and
bonal. communication and decision making skills. expenence required
Demonstrated ability to manage multiple projects, Scoreboard assem- coordinate with area
banks, chambers, area
work independently and collaborateety is
bly, using small hand
development districts
reading
required. Working computer knowledge in
tools and
and other entities for
ale
schematics
Microsoft Office Word, Excel, Access and Power
promotion of MSU and
Point, and Internet research capabiltty required.
required
the MSU-SBDC proExperience with initiating and writing grants pregram.
Application
Successiul candidates
ferred. VViihrigness to travel and work irregular
Deadline: August 22,
self-motivated:
hours to meet deaceines is required
are
2008. To Apply: Send
detail oriented and
Responsibilities: Under leadership of the
letter of application,
Executive Director of Regions,' Stewardship, lead take pride in the quality
resume, and three refof their work
institution's efforts to search for and write grant
erences to: Search
proposals for organizations within Murray State
Chair,
Committee
University's 18 county service region. Assist
Salary is commensu253
MSO-SE3DC.
university faculty, staff and regional organizations rate with expenence
Building,
with developing grant applications and identifying Sportabl• Business
Murray, KY 42071.
Scoreboards offers a
potential funding sponsors at the federal, state,
Women and minorKies
local corporate and private level Coordinate with competitive, compreare encouraged to
hensive benefit packthe Office of Sponsored Programs to ensure
apply, Murray State
106
Apply at
age
state and federal regulatory issues affecting the
University is an equal
Max Hurt Drive, Murray
university are in compliance. Application
education and employDeadline: August 18, 2008. To Apply. Send let- or direct resume to
ment
opportunity
mig rscrultIngescor
ter of apprication, resume, names and contact
SA/F/D, AA employer.
aboard 1.corn
informabon for three professional references, to.
Chau of Search Committee, Department of
Regional Stewardship, 319 Wells Hall, Murray
State University. Murray, KY 42071-3341.
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger 11 Times
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education
First Come • First Serve
and employment opportunity M/F/De AA
Please No Phone Calls
employer.
ROOMMATE wanted
month.
per
$400
Includes
furnished
bedroom, private bath.
kitchen
and
w/d
access, cable and high
Internet
availspeed
able. 753-9477,
293-0042

When accessing the
"help wanted' section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, riot all listings
on the tobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
DO you love working
watt kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part tirne positions
available.
APPIY at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS: A steaay
Idestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterprises
ext.
800-346-2818
150.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7.00PM
only, positively
'LPN/RN Busy medical
office. Four days a
week. Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N.
Murray, KY 42071,
759-1215-fax.
Must
include references,
NOW taking applIcadons for all positions
arid .It shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Orive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR flat bed position
available. Dallas Mavis
terminal Dresden, TN.
731-414-1626.
POS Touch Screen
Systems. Restaurantbars- retail- stores,
Salary plus commission. 436-5933.

DONNAS Angels caregivers. Specialized in
sitters for home, assisted living, and hospitals. Available 24-7
270-970-7820.

PAYROLL SPECIAL
ST. Full-time. bone
fits, Bachelor's degree
in business related
ield with two years
general payroll experience or two years of
college in business
related held with minimum of six credit hours
of accounting and four
years payroll experience required. Excel
and
Word
skills
required: Access preferred, Salary $11.92
hourly.
Click
on
"Employment'
at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Apply at Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray,
KY
42071-3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
M/F/D,
AA
EEO,
employer.

WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

EL.
Opportunity
Local retail business
Excellent
for sale
income for husband &
wee team Includes all
inventory. Mt and
equipment For more
information call 630561-0203
Compuirs
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

PIZZA Hut now hinng
day delivers and shift
managers. Part or full
time,
Competitive
wages & benefits available, Please apply in
person.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.

Quality Carriers, Inc.
FT Dispatcher.
Calvert City, KY
2-5 kr, •np alth
chrnmal bulk/lank preterrell
cornpeito, pa, a ,great
.erlefiLs
More Info

auslaaJoulassra..aaniaoso I
Send 'manic

etanonsartitramimilmalts,
or fax to
I
,, 1;541.9,164
F04-

1

RESPONSIBLE indiedual(s) for full time
employment.
Crew
Chief and Rodman
positions open. Self
starter. Must be physically able to walk distances ana work in all
outdoor
conditions.
References required.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 308, Murray, KY
42071
THE CDL Truck Driving
Program located at
234 Pioneer Industrial
Drive, Maefieel, KY
*Complete in lust 20
days.
*Lowest tuition in the
area.
*College credit
available.
•OTR regional or local
lob assistance
available
*WIA 8 VA approved.
New classes beginning
now.
1-888-503-5151 or
270-247-9159
CDL Training Services
& Consulting has
contracted with West

Read
All About
Itl
subscrIbit to Me

Local Mall

Midas
For SO
2 nice burial plots in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
both $700 753-8349
7 yr old side by side
GE refrigerator $350
753-5958
CHICKENS for sale.
437-4295.
DIFFERENT size pigs
270-436-5243
OR
ELECTRIC (
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE. A beautiful
machine ready to help
Save the environment
and eliminate expenses. To see pictures and
complete description;
Harliebelle-mail
south.net or call Hari
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016,
FOR Sale- 48 couches. oversized chairs,
entertainment centers,
coffee tables, end
tables and headboards. Bulk sale or
individual sales welcome. Make an offer,
selling cheap. Call
270 759-3003.

14231593-9399
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Home Delivery

SCRAP
CARS

3

GE Fridge/freezer 28
whoa; $150
873-2323

All Other Mail
Sabacripdase
415.00
3sse.-.$711.50 3 see.
6 asa.-$96.40 6M..-4%.00
1 yr.-$126.00 1 yr.----UM 00
Rest of KY/TN
(Anew & Illaelmam)
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Name

mower.
RIDING
recently
Craftsman
serviced, perfect condition. $500
(270) 435-4187

I St. Address
City
I State__

Zip

YAMAHA Piano, great
condition, Call
753-9235 after 5pm.

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

FREE PALLETS

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, ICY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1918
I.

a
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.
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lucky Community
Technical College
provide the CDL
Driving Program
. Training services
tensed by the
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roprietary
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tution
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/VIDA'S
Home
care nas openings
her home Small
care in a great
re
environment
obond accepted
rates Please call
-293-5212 or
-753-7031
isecleaning
-759-9553

NNAS Angels careirs. Specialized in
irs for home, assistliving, and hasp. Available 24-7
-970-7820.

L clean houses
))293-5806

al retail business
Excellent
sale
ime for husband &
team Includes all
intory, 1M and
ipment For more
rmation call 630-0203

3M COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
lepairs/Upgrades
759.3556
40
Wait lo Buy

nauEs

Call Larry

-3631

YING
k cars, trucks and
tors 436-5235,
-6004
CASH paid for
pod, used guns
Benson Sporting
)ocls, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Fail line of al. Sony fiat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's Best XBR
senes On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics Inc cor
ner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567
Axioms'
LARGE
SELECTION
111.
Sto APPLIANCES
WARD EENINS

(270) 753-1713
HOT& Furnishings

For Sale

r. old side by side
refrigerator. $350.
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I 759-3003
OFFICIAL
.9AS43LiStt.P1
06..L166CavittfkL
,
lee ivied'4*

OVe,i,
ortal & family
.qaty.Books fir,r
aid Greaty.
re3,umOns.
1314 759-49,3.

or 7-=,,

mower,
)ING
recently
iftsman
viced, perfect conDn. $500
0) 435-4187

MAFIA Piano, great
idaion Call
1-9235 after 5pin

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

)
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.14
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1121'

Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
One bedroom: $350
Two bedroom: $434
• Free Cable
• Washer, Dryer. Range,
Dishwasher & Refrigerator
• All Electric •Central Heat & Air
• Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck

Call now for information
& application 270-762-1044
or 270-804-0850
TITS 800-648-6056

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:

Mobilo Homes For We
Fleetwood
2000
Dbhvide mobile home
28x52, 3 BR, 2 BA,
good condition. 2
decks included, must
be moved. $29,500
obo. Call 270-9785753 or 270-293-4394.
98 Fairmont 16x80, 3
BR, 2 BA, vinyl siding,
Northern ins, nice.
270-489-2525
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down.
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL. 731-51149429.

1 8 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898.
1 BR apt, various lacations, Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1BR $275. 38R $500
753-5731
2BR IBA duplex.
Appliances,
1304
Peggy Ann Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
213R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
3 BR. 2 BA. all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit. Call
270-841-1599.
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment with
horse stalls available
$575 489-2741

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Poverty Management
Services available
CAI 761-7355
wiry leonsersiosersalty.aini

(4231593-9319

Fridge/freezer 28"'
ale 5150
'23

1505 Diuguld Dnue • Murray. KY 42071

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7853

Ai:an1her-4s F4r ;hist

lice burial plots in
Grove Cemetery,
$700 753-8349

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 BR with
clack and outside storage all appliances
including washer, dryer
dishwasher.
and
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085.
GREAT Location'
Studio apartment,
washer, pet free,
smoke free. $325
month. 1 yr. lease
226-8006.
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co. an campus, newly
1303
remodeled.
Street
Chestnut
Includes
5675/mo.
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.

wit It. m II..1 fit .1 I d

(AA)Government Funds available

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Articles
For Sel•

I

t

Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east 1 acre (preferably more).
with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.

Call (270)293-9800
or (270)293-7511

1141.1.111.

111,

3 Br, 2 Ba, on que
street across from city
park in Hazel CNA,
appliances. $550 plus
deposit. Not pets.
References required
753-1059

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
NOW Leasing at The
Chase at MurrayOffering fully furnished
apartments with new
living room furniture
and pedestal beds.
Utilities included with
cap.
Log onto
www.myownapartment.corn or call 270
759-3003 for additional
information.

3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba, new central airMeat. all electric
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, wid
hook-up STV, lease,
$850 Cali 270-7670615
3BR, 2BA, located
downtown on square.
at 401 A Maple. New
appliances, carpet &
paint. 1 yr. lease and
deposit. $875. Call
270-978-0698.
ONLY 11/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N 3BR,
'IBA
with
32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets. Lease $600
month. 270-753-1718.

TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath, 1.400 sq. ft.,
washer/dryer, refngerator. oven, stove. dishwasher. 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800. No pets.
Security deposit $800.
1217 N 16th St.,
Murray. 270-348-0458.
Close to MSU.
Meadowlark
Townhouses,

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ri
Rent

1 or 2 bedroom house
in country. Appliances
furnished, Central H/A
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Call
753-2905.
2 BR on S. 9th St.
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances
all electric, air
conditioner, Wel hookup, 1 yr. lease, $525,
call 270-767-0615
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109.
3 Br, 2 Ba. 2 acres
$850. 293-5090.
The Place to
Start..... Murray

42761763-1916-

All sizes to
fit your needs
I Acated by
roggy radio station
75

597 9-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (2701293-4183
vram -4pm M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE
1850 St. Fit. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
enter or 121 SIC
IOXIO 525 19115 $19
(2701 436-2524
i 2791 29349•6

NEON BEACHl
MINIMORAGE
•Ali Size Units
Available
•tow Have
Climate Cantroi

753.3553

Wednesday. August 13, 2008 • 3B

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmeo
-Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
iiWe rent U-Hauls
753 9600

Clean-up shop, utilities
paid washer & drye
furnished 293-6430
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE or Retail
Space Available
601 Main, Murray
and 0 Midway
641 South and
Tobacco Rd.
270.293.3232
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month. Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month. Call
Carlos Black.
(270)436-2935
Nis &

for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Calhoon Construction, u.c
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured

FREE
6-St/Mates

Additions. Drywall, Painting, Windows,
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs
380R/2 be brick borne
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, more info at
753-2761 293-2819 or
www owners comWT
W7832
4 BR, 2 BA brick
house on 36 acres
Large family room with
fireplace, basement
Toward New Concord
$82,000.
731-644-0763

Greg I'aylor
Attersey at Law
Contracts, Deeds
Tides, Closings
761-4558
torn
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO.
4/3/3, 3,000 AC, 4,000
total,
.9
acres.
$209,000 OBO.
completely
3/212
New
remodeled.
everything. $154,900.
417-137-3561
MURRAY Estates 3
BR,
2.5
BA,
Immaculate tastefully
decorated. 5 acre lot
7 67-2246,

1990 Toyota 4 Runner
with topper, 6 cylinder,
5 speed
165,000
miles
runs great
$3 500 978-6780

1

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

4121Ussd Can

2006 Maxima. loaded
35,000 miles $19.900
753-5731
2002 Mercury Grand
Marquis, excellent condition $5.500
492-8810
01 Honda Odessey
LX, white103,000
miles, 1 owner,
garaged $7,000. Call
753-3120.
2001
PT Cruiser,
loaded limited edition,
p-sun roof chrome
cranberry
wheels,
pearl $5,950
(270) 753-4168
98 Olds, iovv miles,
$4,200 One owner,
garage kept
752-0755
1995 Mitsubishi 3000
FT, 112,000mi $3,800
293-5572

•
'
• I,
;#
Joss.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 •Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied."

BRENT ALLEN SEPTECH
(270) 759-1515

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933

Vans

03 Winstar Mini Van,
70k, $6.500.
Bedrooes Wines 03 Winstar Mini Van,
in Riverfield
70k, DVD & VHS player $8,500
Estates.
Matt jetmings I 873-2323
02 Chevy Venture Van
293-7872
Warner Bros Edition,
dvd, fits 7-8 people,
red. 753-4168
Owner Financed
Land/Home
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
PONTOON Boat fo
(270) 443-6737
sale. 293-0392- days
759-4687- evenings
OWNER wants offer.
141 Blissful View Or,
Saratogall Subdivison.
New construction. 4 Br,
.
2 Ba, 2,534 sq.ft. Open " . ,L&M
t.Avirnt SERVICE
house Tuesday 8/12,
sioWini.-A404nallag,
Thursday 9/14 3:00Iiind!cvint
6:00pm. All offers will
leaElfautulii*Mi
be reviewed Friday
Satidadieeripaarerdeed
3:00pm. For
8/15
more information
2041611
270-804-1655.
YOUR
AD
REDUCED,
COULD BE
LAKE house, Three
HERE FOR
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterONLY 1575.00front lot, with trees,
A MONTH
storage shed, floating
CALL 753-1916
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
W11 Electric
$248,500.00. Call
Since 1986
753-2905 or 293-8595.
24 noun mama
lot
is
TREED private
Res,, Corn.. & Ind
setting for this 4 BR Licensed & Insured
2.5 B brick with 2 car
All jobs - big or small
attached garage plus
753-9562 _1
detached
workshop/garage for 4
436-2867 Lamb's
additional vehicles.
Professional Tree
Sunroorn, rec area,
Service Complete tree
tile, hardwood.
removal, gutter
Ask us about financcleaning, hauling etc
ing. 753 1492 - C21
Insured
Loretta jobs Realtors
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
UTILIZE the attached
out garages. gutters,
living quarters for a
Junk & tree work
family member or utiALL Carpentry
lize the private addiRemodeling, additions,
tional space as your
decks, nome & mobile
income. Spacious
home repair. water &
home in a perfect settermite damage, tile &
ting for quiet family livhardwood floors. 30
ing. Fast possession
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
on this 4-5 BR brick 753-2353 753-0353
753 1492 C21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors_
APPLIANCE RE. AIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
Kottaleol
759-5534
fitinotodiate
olloiT I Chuck Van Buren

New 24

AKC lab puppies, yel
ow or black V.
checked, first shots
and wormed $300
270-247-7020
AKC Scottish Terrier
Puppies,
wheaten
color. beckyhb0att.net
270-236-2210, 270236-2751.
AKC Shih Tzu puppies,
vet checked, wormed,
first shots, beautiful
colors/markings,
5
1
male,
female,
$300ea.
270-7531059. 270-227-2264.
CKC Registered Pug
puppies. Very cute,
shots and wormed.
$150-250
731-782-6199.
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots, registered, $400.
270-205-5784.
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
FEMALE
standard
poodle AKC registered,
red, 753-6606.
MALE Dashund puppies. 7 weeks old,
wormed & first shots,
red smooth, short
haired. 376-5711

[(Etna%
Murray Ledger & Danes Fai
Housing Mt Notice
All real estate advertised hewn
is when to the Federal Fall
Hissing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preferMR, limitation or diacrunli-vbon based on race, color, rebcion. sex, handicap. familial status or nabonal oingin or attar
tion to make any such prefermass, limitations or discnmmaton
State raws forbid chscrumnaton
in the mle rental or advertising
on real estate based on factors in
addtti-in to those protected
under federal law
We yin knossongh accept any
advertising for rear Elsa* which
n not m violation cif die law All
persons are herrt's. informed
that all dwellings advertised are
ayelable on an equal opportu.
Mr base
For further assistance ynth Fair
blousing Advertising require'
merits,contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 17031 648-1000

thttst It

4274-00-ftouar

1S1)11 1.1.f

K

P
04 VIhrars

'Mew Mown igundows I Doors
Sr,as,*Mt - *wets's- r New
sarm EcirarprnFal Car Barlerrars

270-293-5624

•*Maly &
ui pidaps
•locally on
759-1151 • 293-2783

For kb
BUILDING lot for sale
2701210-378 I
270)559-2032
460
Hornsfor Si.
'OWNER Finance*
No Credit Check
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath
with bonus room.
Newly remodeled with
central heat and air in
the lake area.
$2500 down,
5570/month.
127 Tearose New
Concord, Kentucky.
Call Bonnie at
(270) 761-7355
1703 Farmer Ave
3BR. 1/1-2 BA, fireplace w/gas logs,
C/HIA, well insulated.
large storage house
Reduced to $87.000
Call 753-8349
2 years old. 3 BR, 2
BA 1011 Payne St.
For appt. call 270-9944380

•-trAmeiATtf.
2003 KAWA Ninia
ZX6H, 7100 miles
Red, $5100.
12701 356-0273
2002 Yamaha Blaster.
mint condition, tnnga
brakes, all Imf
exhaust, 230cc,
$1,350. 293-2650

thin'It
I
N1.111,1i,
.
3301 St. RI 121N.

753-8087

1$
lawalenrite.
Mowing:irOmipy
• and Mujoillikedlino

. Ask foCMitch
270-227-0906

JOE'S JOBS
",iii.'.,

•'!

753-43-44• 22-.3644
LAWN Mowing, fall
clean-up, leaf removal,
mulching, landscaping
Tina 293-7741
MIT
IllitatAltlf
r C,ontinuoutt Guava,
Garage Door Swains &
Repair
Owner Greg 1101•1141111

(270) 293-$41.
NEED a metal roof
installed,Call Damn at
270-752-0414
Aldridge I PAL-Condon
Rooting Co
15+
Licensed ~tremor
Free, Estimate*
(270)293-40
270 293-1924
------TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

TR XN IS
kSI'll.k

1-1 15 16 inch
Startmo at S20
mounted

Call 7515606

97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded,
everything
Power
leatther. Mustang GT
engine, $6,300 book.
$4,300 obe
417-337-3561

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs 293-5438
FOR all you roofing.
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156
ROOFING 16yrs.
experience. 1 year
labor guarantee Tear
off nail over homes
and repairs Free estimates 277-5286

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed tc be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. log
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe. Dozer
Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for sale. delivered. 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FREE to good home:
2 year old neutered
male boxer. Call
436-2631
Free winged kittens to
good home Call
492-8606
Male dog free to a
good home. Good with
kids. Part Husk* and
Chow. 270-227-9362.

All line ads
placed in our
paper are posted on our website for frail

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

ls rng..Niult-uatlug
&
V% is

USED TIM

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Going on
Vacation?

759-11501
753-1 5.%7

270-753-2279

h'ater Darneged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
.-lernoOeleng & %robing
:And Gaittmore, Owner
WIC Do Insurance Work
Visa 4 MasieiCard acceree0

293-2784

4,70

440

Da • 's
Home
Improvement

It's that time of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, lust make
a simple phone call and
ask fcr "Vacation Pok
That way you won't
miss a single 4-rn

When you come bock,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council letters
to the editor the
oldima,les and editorials
We'll deliver your
'Vocation Pak"
*urn

Call 270-753-1916
Circulation Department
and ask for

"Vacation Pak."

0
EDGERdirEMES
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ray
Rose and Scott Hutchens constructing a new guard rail to
the entrance of Murray-Calloway
County Park. The guard rail is
a gift from the Murray Rotary
Club. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Seventy-seven descendants
and friends of James(Jim) Smith
met at the Fellowship House
of Grace Baptist Church for a
day of reminiscing and renewing friendships.
Births reported include a boy
to Melody and Danny Goodwin, a boy to Kimberly and
Michael Glover, and a boy to
Melissa and Darrell Gordon.
Aug. 6; a girl to James and
Shannon Clendenen, Aug. 7.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Deborah Green of Stella community and Jennifer and Melissa
Ward of Poplar Bluff. Mo., racing down the giant slide at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Dennis W. Crawford of Murray has been promoted to the
rank of sergeant and remains
assigned to the Mayfield Post
of the Kentucky State Police.
Births reported include a boy
to Carolyn and Damn Miller
and a girl to Amy and John
Pendley. Aug. 9; a girl to Kimberly and James Thompson and
a boy to Dana and Patrick Hanna,
Aug. 10.
30 years ago
Constructions is expected to
begin this month on a football
field-track complex behind Calloway' county High School and
should be completed by October, according to reports made
at the meeting of the Calloway
County Board of Education.
Speakers at the meeting of
the Murray Lions Club were
Mike Gottfried, football coach
at Murray State University, John
Hina, football coach at Murray
High School, and Stan Outland,

football coach at Calloway County High School
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Smith
Parrish were marned for 50 years
Aug. 12
40 years ago
Lloyd P. Anderson. 38. Rt.
I . Murray, died Aug. 12 about
II a.m, from injuries sustained
when his tractor fell on him while
working in Carroll County. Huntington. Tenn.
Dr. Sam Dodson. pastor of
First United Methodist Church,
gave his impressions of Greece
and the Greek People at a meeting of the Murray Rotars Club
held at the Murray Woman's
Club house_
Joe Pat Cohoon has been
promoted to the rank of sergeant while serving with the
United States Army at Fort
McPherson. Atlanta, Ga.
50 years ago
The discovery of a deposit
of high-purity silica sand which
could possibly bring new and
expanded industry into Western
Kentucky was announced by the
Kentucky Geological Society.
The deposit is located along
Blood River, south of New Concord in southwestern Calloway
County.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Potts, a
boy to Mr and Mrs. Hubert
Pittman, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Rails, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Anderson and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross.
60 years ago
Prentice Lassiter. superintendent of Calloway County Schools,
has announced that the high
schools at Almo, Faxon. Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove and New
Concord will open Sept. 23 for
the 1958-49 school year.
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, has
announced that Murray Elementary. Murray High and Douglass High School will open
Sept. 7 for the 1948-49 school
year.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Cruising with old date may
cause friction with 'Mr. New'
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a single
woman who dates and is not in
a Seri
right now
I'm
having fun.
hut have met
someone
along
the
was who is
becoming
I mportant.
I'm getting
the
same
vibes from
him.
Before
meeting "Mr.
New."
booked
a
By Abigail
Caribbean
Van Buren
vacation with
someone I have dated off and
one for a few years. Now I'm
womed. What if things progress
with Mr. New? How will I tell
him, and how will he feel about
my going on vacation with "Mr.
Standby"' I don't think lying is
the answer. hut I could say I was
going with a girlfriend But what
if we become something more
and he finds out I lied to him?
The trip is coming up soon
and I don't know when -- or if
-- I should tell Mr. New. Who
knows? We could he over by
then. although I hope not. Any
advice would be appreciated. -SINGLE GIRL IN PINE HILL,
N.J.
DEAR SINGLE GIRL: I'm
surprised you would still be enthusiastic about "tripping with Mr.
Standby while you're falling for
Mr. New. Do not lie. The truth
has a way of coming out, and if
you do. it will wreck your credibility and the romance as well.
I advise you to level with Standby and let him know you met
someone. He needs to find another travel companion ASAP. There
will probably be a penalty for
assigning your pre-purchased ticket to someone else. If there is.
offer to pay it. Its the price of
being honorable.
P.S. If Mr. New does not turn
out to be Mr. Right, you can always
take another trip with Mr. Standby next year if he is still will-

Dear Abby

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press

Today is Wednesday, Aug. 13,
the 226th day of 2008. There are
140 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 13, 1961, Berlin was
divided as East Germany sealed
off the border between the city's
eastern and western sectors and
began building a wall in order to
halt the flight of refugees.
On this date:
In 1521. Spanish conqueror Hernando Cortez captured Tenochtitlan, present-day Mexico City, from
the Aztecs.
In 1624, French King Louis XIII
named Cardinal Richelieu his first
minister.
In 1704. the Battle of Blenheim
was fought dunng the War of the
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Spanish Succession. resulting in
a victory for Englishled forces over
French and Bavarian soldiers.
In 1846, the American flag was
raised for the first time in Los
Angeles.
In 1889, William Gray of Hartford. Conn.. received a patent for
a coin-operated telephone.
In 1910. Florence Nightingale,
the founder of modern nursing, died
in London at age 90
In 1932, Adolf Hitler rejected
the post of vice-chancellor of Germany, saying he was prepared to
hold out "for all or nothing."
In 1934. the sauncal comic
strip "Li'l Abner." created by Al
Capp. made its debut.
In 1960, the first two-way telephone conversation by satellite took

place with the help of Echo I
In 1981, in a ceremony at his
California ranch, President Reagan signed a histonc package of
tax and budget reductions.
Ten years ago: President Clinton led the nation in mourning
12 Americans killed in a pair of
U.S. embassy bombings in Africa.
Standing before black hearses carrying ten of the bodies, the president pledged to seek justice "for
these evil acts."
Five years ago: Iraq began
pumping crude oil from its northern oil fields for the first time
since the start of the war. Libya
agreed to set up a $2.7 billion
fund for families of 270 people
killed in the 1988 Pan Am bombing.

F_
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Curious about high
dose of metformin

ing to date you

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
74-year-old diabetic female and
take LO(8) mg of inetformin twice
a day. My morning blood sugars
are around 160, and they drop to
the 129-140 range at night A
snack of graham crackers and
peanut butter doesn't help. I've
started I r/010
mg tit cinnamon daily, but
haven't
noticed any
change yet
My
feet
now
are
showing
some nerve
damage Any
help would be
Dr. Gott
appreciated.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are expecting our first child
and selected names some time
ago If it's a boy, we'll name him
Ethan, if it's a girl, we'll call her
Ardith.
My father sent us a nasty email telling us he's praying we
hase a boy because he couldn't
imagine 'saddling a child with ..
nanw like Ardith." This front a
nian who named his son "Seymoui Herbert" and stuck with a
last name that is an insult in two
languages (My brother and I grew
so sick of being reminded of it
that we changed our last name.)
It wasn't even our original family name. hut a badly Amencanized name-gone-wrong that was
laid on our grandfather when he
came to this country.
Aly husband and I found my
father's remarks extremely. hurtful
and wrote him to explain why
we chose the name Ardith. but
Dad persists in saying how much
he hates our choice.
We know the name is oldfashioned and unusual_ But considering what some celebrities
name their children these days.
Ardith doesn't seem weird to us.
If she dislikes her name, we'll
help her change it later. but I
doubt that will happen. Meanwhile, how do we deal with my
father when he keeps bugging us?
-- EXPECTING ANY DAY NOW
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR EXPECTING: By standing your ground and refusing to
be intimidated. The privilege of
choosing a child's name belongs
to his or her parents. If Grandpa
doesn't like it, suggest that he
call your daughter "Darling," or
"Honey." Both are endearments
and would be his "special" name
for her.

DEAR
READER:

By
Dr. Peter Gott

Aletformin is
an oral med-

ication prescribed for people with
type 2 inon-insulin dependent)
diabetes. The normal dosing for
oral medication is 500 mg taken
twice daily, while the extended
release form is taken once daily.
in a 5(8) mg tablet. Therefore. I
am rather surprised you are on
2.000 mg daily. This appears to
be a hefty dose with less-thanperfect results. Normal blood sugars run in the 70-150 range, with
lower readings in the morning
and higher readings in the evening
and after meals. To have a morning reading of 160 on this elevated dose is somewhat disturbing.
The nerve damage in your feet
sounds like peripheral neuropathy
to me, a condition that causes
pain and numbness of the extremities. It can result from infection
or traumatic injuries and is seen
commonly in poorly controlled
diabetics. Symptoms often improve
over time once the underlying
condition is treated.
Lactic acidosis has been report-

ed an some people on metfornun
The condition presents as muscle
or abdominal pain, lightheadedness. shonness of breath, weakness. sleepiness and a slowed heart
rate. Individuals should avoid alcohol while taking this drug, as it
lowers blood sugar readings and
can increase the risk of lactic acidosis As with so many other
drugs, several medications can
interact with metfontrun. so advise
your physician of anything else
you might be taking, including
herbal supplements and over-thecounter medications. He or she
will then be able to determine if
the drug is nght for you
In response to your cinnamon
regimen - This product has been
used for many conditions. including stomach disorders, nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea, gas and bloating. Most recently, scientists have
discovered as little as half-teaspoon
daily added to the diet may reduce
blood glucose levels. Cinnamon
can be added to your toast or
spnnkled over cereal, or a stick
can be swirled Into coffee OT tea.
Having reported this. I should add
that this therapy does not work
for everyone. In fact. I often feel
that if an individual concentrates
on adding a supplement for a specific purpose, he or she rapidly
becomes aware of everything consumed_ This is likely to lead to
better dietary choices that result
in better readings.
Review your concerns with your
pnniary care physician. He or she
might choose to switch you to
another drug in the same class.
but in a lower dosage that will
provide better results. You might
also consider asking for a referral to an endocnnologist who specializes in diabetes. Such a physician will be armed with the newest
drugs and research results available. Perhaps one such drug will
be right for you.

Horoscope

kv lecnieline Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday. Aug. 14, 2008:
Understand that you need to step
up to the plate this year. The
unanticipated opens doors more
often than not. Instinctively, you
come out on top, as you are far
more grounded than you thought
in the past. If single, you meet
people with ease in the second
half of the year. You could have
two exciting suitors at once. If
attached, you will grow and
evolve to a new level as you
work as a team. A shared hobby
draws you closer. AQUARIUS
is a friend first.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Try a more even approach

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

with
those
around
you.
Someone might be a bit off the
wall, and your attitude calms
down what could be a toasty situation. Relax.

someone is not saying could be
far more important than you realize.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Take in what a partner
shares. Though the impact of
this knowledge could toss a
curveball into your life, you ultimately will be better off with this
knowledge.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others run with the
ball, but they now are receptive
to what you are asking In fact,
you finally get a grasp on an
issue, which points you in a new
direction.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**it** Your imagination might

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your high energy helps

be a touch haywire, causing your
mind to drift elsewhere. Do not
be surprised by what someone
might do in order to get your
attention.

you focus and make what you
need happen. Others look to you
for direction and advice. Al
times, you could feel overwhelmed by all that might occur.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Slick to basics. You must

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Be willing to do your

open up to what before seemed
impossible_ Get ahead of the
game, knowing what you want

own research. Take a stand, and
read between the lines. What

As the day ends, consider a positive change with your work.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* or*** What you thought was
the status quo could explode.
You cannot control other people.
Do not even try. An even and/or
steady approach achieves your
long-term desires.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Get a strong hold on your
budget. and you will be much
happier. Disciplining yourself
could take unusual effort, but
you will succeed.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** If you can, stop and
look around. You could be surprised by what you see, especially if you can clear out your
issues. The unexpected could
add a certain charge to your day.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** If you want to play it lowkey, do so. You could have your
hands full with a financial matter.
Stay in touch with your feelings,
and you will make an excellent
decision.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Merch 20)
*** Use the daylight hours to
the max You might suddenly
decide to repr,oritize your
errands and proiects Others
might ask quesfnrs answer
them
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Defense
arns early
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crimmage

ASU Sports Information
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any going.
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GIRLS'PREP GOLF PREVIEW

Youth in high supply for local squads
IMPROVEMENT,
LEARNING THE
GAME GOALS FOR
MHS,CCHS
GIRLS' TEAMS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
When Steve Smith and Chris
Graham say their teams are
young, they're not exaggerating.
After you get past the fact
that both Murray High and
Calloway County's girls' golf
teams have a junior to go along
with at least one sophomore, the
drop-off is something equivalent

to Tiger Beat
and boy bands.
Graham's
roster consists
of three sixth
graders, making him feel
good about the
fact that at
Smith
least he can
field a team, something he hasn't been able to do in the past,
but knows that besides learning
the X's and O's of hitting and
putting, conditioning comes into
play.
Christina Veach is a junior
for the Lady Tigers, followed by
classmate Samantha Tinsley.
Katrina Olson is the lone sopho-

more and Beth
!Graham,
Jordan Nagy
and
Hannah
Williams are
all
sixth
graders.
"I just want
to make sure
Graham
they are having fun and are interested,"
Graham said of keeping the spirits high. "Yeah, we have to teach
them the rules, but we want to
keep them involved."
Graham alluded to the All 'A'
Tournament coming up at
Ballard Memonal that despite
not really ever having played 18
holes before, most of these girls

have never walked 18 holes
before.
At Calloway, Smith's only
junior is Katie Tindell, followed
by
sophomore
Kennedy
Crawford and freshmen Safiah
Hassan and Chelsea Holzchuh.
Summer
Simmons
and
Madison Connell are each seventh graders, while Madison
Contri and Hannah Ryan are
each sixth graders.
Smith adds that despite this
really being the first year most
of his girls have played competitive golf, he's already seen
improvements from Day 1 to
Day 10.
"Who knows what their lirmtations are going to be or how

far they can go this year," Smith
said. "It's a great group of kids,
ranging from a junior all the waj;
to a 6th grader. We've had a couple of matches and they are
holding their own nght now."
Smith preaches home the
point that the game of golf is
always about improving and
that's something he's hoping his
young squad will take to heart.
"If they continue to work and
improve, especially on their
short game, all of them can hit it,
it's just a matter of getting that
thing in the hole," he said.
"Once they understand that and
buy into chipping and putting, 1
think we will see some success
in our matches."

PREP SOCCER PREVIEW 2008
MURRAY LADY TIGERS

lie defense used pressure in
early going to limit the
ise to just a few first downs
the first three possessions.
offense was able to start to
it a drive as Chris Franklin
ected with Ja-Vonta Trotter
24-yard connection, but the
ise would stiffen and force
:ffense into fourth down.
fter working on special
s, the offense put together
!st drive of the game as Jeff
ardt started the drive with a
ard pitch-and-catch with
out Derrick Townsel. The
:se would continue to move
field and when Ehrhardt
Patrick Robertson for a
n-yard completion, the
:se was set up at the twoline. Running back Paul
.innis would push over the
on third down for the first
of the scrimmage.
le Racers spent the remain)f the scrimmage working
four-minute drill where the
:se had to continue to move
all and keep the clock runwhile the defense needed
me up with a stop.
le offense got on the board
when the team began its
:s on the opponent's 25•See RACERS,2C
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Report
le Calloway County Lady
r volleyball team rebound3m a season-opening loss to
munity Christian to beat
sic County Tuesday night
ree sets, 25-14, 25-27 and

one Watson led the way
22 points, three kills and
Ice.
isa Dunn tacked on 10
s, while Kristen Phillips
Jacquelyn Price each had
points. Price had four kills
'Hips added three.
Ilison Rogers handed out 11
Ls, but was also good for
points, as was Bnttnee

nily McKnight had one
, while Leanne Luther had
assists and Katlyn Knight
own five kills.
le Lady Laker junior varsiam also won at Carlisle
ay in straight sets, going
and 21-17.
imantha Darnell finished
16 points and one ace.
on Rogers was good for 11
s and one ace.
shleigh Wolf had five
s, as did Luther. Taylor
.ngs and Maegan Lusk each
:wo points. Lusk had three
and Stallings had one.
nily McKnight had one
and four kills.
alloway County's next
comes in the form of
th District play when they
on the defending district
regional champion Lady
hals at Marshall County
School next Tuesday,

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Returning First Region MVP Sydney Smith will attempt to lead the Lady Tiger program to new heights Coming off an underachieving 2007 season, Mickey
McCuiston has challenged this year's Murray squad to leave it all on the field

Playing up to potential
WITH LAST SEASON'S DISAPPOINTMENT FRESH IN MIND, LADY TIGERS HOPE TO
CHALLENGE FOR DISTRICT TITLE BEHIND OFFENSE OF SMITH
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Not a day goes by that Mickey
McCuiston doesn't remind his team of
October 10.
It was on that date that his Murray
squad, favored to advance to the region
tournament, saw its season come to a
crashing halt in the district semifinals.
After dominating Graves County for
80 minutes but failing to score, the Lady
Tigers yielded the game on an abrupt
cross kick goal, falling to a team they had
beaten twice during the regular season.
For Graves, the prize was a trip to
regionals. For Murray, it was the end of a
season that was thought only to be getting started.
"It was a shock," said returning senior
defender Hayley Wright. "It seemed like
it happened so fast."
In his second year at the helm and his
first full summer with the team,
McCuiston has kept the Lady Tigers at
work over the vacation period in an
attempt to ensure it doesn't happen again.

During a busy month of July. Murray
traveled to a team camp at the University
of Kentucky, where they lost in the championship game, then went to the
Bluegrass State Games and took a bronze
medal in their group.
Last weekend, the Lady Tigers scrimmaged defending 5th District champion
Henderson County, winning 5-0.
But all of their success aver the summer hasn't erased the painful memory of
last season. McCuiston won't let it.
"I remind them of that every single
day," he said. "I'm not going to let them
forget what took place. We need to get
inoTe mentally tough. There at the end of
that game, we just kind of broke down a
little bit, got frustrated, got ourselves out
of position and lost the game."
This year's Murray squad will have a
few holes to fill due to the loss of six senior starters to graduation. including team
leaders Caitlin Williams and Laken Peal.
But it won't be a rebuilding year by any
stretch thanks to three returning seniors
and a large, talented junior class that

McCuiston says has done a lot of growing up over the summer.
The Lady Tigers figure to lean heavily
once again on the offense of reigning
First Region MVP Sydney Smith. Smith,
a senior, scored 24 goals and provided 10
assists last year from her center midfield
position.
Wright, also named to the All-Region
team last season, will lead a somewhat
depleted defensive corps. The Lady
Tigers have just three players listed as
defenders on the roster. Junior Sarah
Crouch, a defensive starter last season,
tore her ACL during basketball camp earlier this summer and is out for the season.
On a team which McCuiston calls one
of the strongest he's seen from top to bottom, depth is the major question mark
facing the Lady Tigers. Murray will dress
just 16 varsity players, five of whom are
freshmen.
"It's hard with the limited number of
subs," Smith said. "Sometimes you just
•See LADY TIGERS, 2C

MURRAY
LADY TIGER SOCCER
Coach: Mickey McCuiston. 2nd year
Last year: 12-4-4 (lost in district tournament)
Who's gone; Caitlin Williams. Laken Pea:,
Leslianne Gilson Carnet Taylor Nicole Edison,
Addie Rigsby
Who's back: Hayiey Wnght Sr 1, Sydney Smith
(Sr 1. Ali Adams (Sr). Emily Benson (Jr. Cady
Mathis (Jr.), Sarah Crouch (Jr Sara Garnet (Jr ).
Morgan Steiner ;Jr Morgan Graham (Jr I. Shelby
Johnson (Jr) Libby Trevathan (Jr 1, Sarah Wooten
(So 1
Who's rww: Shelby Crouch (Fr I. Meg Hudson
(Fr Victoria Verburg (Fr Haley Stewart Fr),(
McKensie Tucker (Fr
LADY TIGERS' SCHEDULE
Aug. 111, at Mayheld 19. at Paducah Tolgtxnan 23: as
Madrsoninee-Nom Hotet-ts• 23 vs Greenwood' 35: at
St Mary 30: Hopiuns Co Central* 30: UrNon Cog, 31:
Trigg Co a
Sept. 2: Meath, S. TBA at As A Classic. 5- at CaMoway
Co 9 Graves Co
at Redland IS: TBA at Alt A
Classic 15, Sr Marshall Co IS. Sr Graves Co 23:
Catloway Co 25. Mayfield
Oct 2 Marshall Co 137 Lone Oak
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EKU men Calloway takes 2nd at South Highland
and women m_URRAY BOYS PLACE SECOND, GIRLS THIRD AT BENTON
picked as
favorites

lead all Lady Laker golfers. She Jordan Smith (40). Brady
Staff Report
The Calloway County golf was followed by Madison Powell (41), Jay Roth (42) and
squads battled Graves County Connell (47). Summer Simmons Keaton Tate (43).
and Heath Tuesday at South (51). Safia Hassan (54),
Marshall County's Patrick
Highland Country Club in Kennedy Crawford (59) and Newcomb and Travis Thompson
Mayfield, placing second in Madison Contri (60).
tied for medalist honors, both
both boys and girls divisions.
The Laker squads host shooting 34.
Special To The Ledger
The Laker boys shot a 156, Murray and Reidland at The
On the girls' side, Murray
In a preseason vote of head
Club
on shot a 234. finishing third in the
cross country coaches in the three strokes out of first place Oaks Country
field of three. Lone Oak fired a
Ohio Valley Conference, the claimed by Graves County with Thursday
Tiger boys place second, 189 to take first place and
Eastern Kentucky University a 153.
Heath brought up the rear of girls third at Benton
Marshall County shot 203 to
men's and women's cross counBoth Murray golf squads place second.
try squads were picked as the the field with a 160.
Chasten Howard's 37 paced competed in a match held
Junior Christina Veach set the
favorites for the 2008 season.
Calloway, followed by Brock Tuesday at Benton Country pace for Murray with a 51. folLast season both EKU programs
Simmons
(38),
Matt Club, where the boys team lowed by Samantha Tinsley
claimed championships, with McReynolds (40), Hunter placed second and the girls fin- (58), Beth Graham (61), Jordan
the women winning for the 22nd Garrison (41) and Austin Miles ished third.
Nagy(64)and Hannah Williams
time in history and the men (47).
On the boys side, the Tigers (65).
claiming its 16th crown.
Graves County's Eli Towery shot a 162, 17 strokes behind
Lone Oak's Makenzie Rouse
On the men's side. Eastern had the day's low round, shoot- first-place and homestanding fired a 39 to take medalist honKentucky (81 points, 9 first- ing a 34.
Marshall County. Carlisle ors.
On the girls side, Calloway County placed third with a 177
Both Tiger squads will hit the
place votes) was followed by
Morehead State (64 points, I shot a 197, 15 strokes behind and Lone Oak came in fourth course again on Thursday, when
they square off against Calloway
first-place vote), Eastern Illinois Heath's first-place 182. Graves with a 183.
Zack Newsome paced the County and Reidland at The
(59)and Jacksonville State (59), County fired a 213.
Katie Tindell fired a 45 to Tigers with a 39, followed by Oaks Country Club.
Southeast Missouri State (56),
Austin Peay (44), Tennessee
Tech (34), Murray State (25),
PREP SOCCER ROUNDI'P
UT Martin (18) and Tennessee
State (10)in the polling.
On the women's side, Eastern
Kentucky (81 points, 9 first- Staff Report
assist from Joseph Kelly.
the final goal of the evening in
place votes) was followed by
The Calloway County boys
The Lakers spread the scor- the 55th minute on an assist
Murray State (68 points, I first- soccer team participated in its ing around as each of their six from Kelly, who finished the
place vote), Eastern Illinois first scrimmage of the season goals was scored by a different evening with three.
Head coach Martin Son was
(56), Southeast Missouri State Tuesday night, beating Union player.
Sophomore Carlo Vazquez pleased with his team's perform(51), Jacksonville State(45)and County 6-0 at Jim Nix Soccer
made the advantage 2-0 at the ance.
Tennessee Tech (45), Austin Complex.
The Lakers had 19 shots on 5:42 mark and freshman Nick
"We still have some rust to
Peay (43), Morehead State (31),
Tennessee State (15) and UT goal while holding Union to Holt gave Calloway a 3-0 get out of our game, but this was
four.
advantage in the 18th minute. a good start to the season," he
Martin (13).
Reid McDaniel was flawless Senior Wes Cook found the back said. "A coach always likes to
at keeper for Calloway, notching of the net in the 45th minute on see that he doesn't have to rely
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
four saves.
•
an assist from Kelly and senior on just a few players to put the
Calloway wasted no time in Luke Anderson scored off an ball in the back of the net"
Terry Butler
getting on the board as senior assist from Vazquez at the 53:27
The Lakers begin the regular
Seth Fortenberry started the mark.
season when they travel to Lone
scoring at the 3:30 mark on an
Charlie Courtney provided Oak on Aug. 21.

Lakers toss shutout in first scrimmage

6011 Ma.. Si • 753 584:

MARLINS 4,CARDINALS 3

TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Light middleweights, Joel
Julio (33-1-0) vs. Jose Varela (23-3-01,
at Hollywood, Fla.
UTTLE LEAGUE SOFTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — World Series championship
game. learns TEA, at Portland, Ore
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FSN — St Louis at Florida
ESPN — Texas at Boston
OLYMPICS
4 p.m.
CNEIC — Boxing. 48kg and 91kg, at
F3eiting (same-clay tape)
5 p.m.
OXY — Tennis, equestrian, team dressage, gymnastics, at Beieng (same-day
tape)
7 p.m.
NBC — LIVE. men s gymnastics, individual all-around Gold Medal finals.
swimming Gold Medal finals, men's.
200m breaststroke 100m freestyle,
women's: 200m butterfly. 4x200m
relay swimming semifinals, men's.
200m individual medley, 200rn backstroke worriers 100m freestyle;
women's beach volleyball, U.S vs
Norway. SAME-DAY TAPE men's diving springboard synchronized Gold
Medal finals women s cycling, mdtvoelual time tnal, at Beijing
11 p.m.
CNBC
Softball U S vs Canada,
boxing 69kg and St kg elimination
bouts. at Beijing
12:35 A.m.
NBC — Women's swimming, 200m
breaststroke semifinals, men s water
polo. U S vs Serbia, at Beijing
(delayed tape)
1 a.m.
USA — LIVE. men's basketball, U.S
vs Greece. DELAYED TAPE: baseball,
U.S vs Netherlands: men's beach volleyball. China vs Spain_ tennis, quarterfinals, women's field hockey U.S.
vs Germany, women's fencing, team
sabre Gold Medal finals, women's
archery. individual Gold Medal finals. at
Beijing
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — UEFA Champions LeagJe
qualifiers, FC Twente vs Arsenal at
Arnhem, Netherlands

Ramirez% homer leads Florida to win
MIAMI (AP) — When the
first five St. Louis batters
reached base, pitcher Chris
Volstad and the Florida Marlins
appeared to be headed for a long
night.
Turned out they were — but
only because of the rain.
Hanley Ramirez hit a threerun homer and Florida pitchers
held the Cardinals scoreless
over the last eight innings as the
Marlins rallied for a raindelayed 4-3 victory Tuesday
night.
Volstad (4-2) pitched five

From Page IC
have to suck it up if you're hurting. We can't really be picky
about our positions because
there's only three subs. You just
kind of have to go where you
have to go."
All-Region honorable mention selections Shelby Johnson
and Morgan Graham anchor a
large junior class, all of whom
will be looked to for considerable minutes. Graham, the
team's goalkeeper, is returning
from a broken jaw that kept her
sidelined for most of the 2007
season.
Junior Carly Mathis will provide McCuiston with plenty of
flexibility.
Though she'll play primarily
as a midfielder, she could see
time at any position on the field

Senior Ali Adams will split time
at the midfielder and forward
positions.
Juniors Emily Benson and
Sara Darnell will accompany
Wright in the backfield while
Johnson, Morgan Steiner and
Libby Trevathan round out the
junior class as midfielders.
One sophomore and five
freshmen fill out the roster, three
of which McCuiston expects to
make immediate contributions
— forwards Shelby Crouch and
Meg Hudson and midfielder
Victoria Verburg.
An attacking offense is the
Lady Tigers' strength and, as
they did last year. Murray figures to outshoot most of its
opponents. During its summer
competitions. McCuiston claims
the Lady Tigers outshot the
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competition by an average of
10-1.
Converting on those opportunities, however, has been the
focal point of the summer for
McCuiston.
"If we get in the box 30
times, we've got to get at least
three goals a game." he said.
"We've spent a lot of time on
finishing."
As has been the case in past
years, the Lady Tigers are capable of making a push for a
region title, though district foes
Marshall County and Graves
County both figure to field
strong squads.
Though he knows the potential is there, McCuiston knows
all too well that it hasn't always
translated into results for his
program.
"For many years now,
Murray has been viewed as one
of the top teams in the region."
he said. "We've gotten this label
as an underacheiver. This team
is capable of breaking that, if
they want it."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League
By The Associated Press
MI Time. CDT
East Dtvision
W
L Pct GB
—
64 55 538
Philadelphia
1
63 56 529
New York
525
1
1,2
63
57
Florida
55 63 466 812
Atlanta
44 76 36720 112
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
71 47 602
—
Chicago
69 51 575
3
Maw'ukee
7
66 56 541
St Louis
60 59 50411 1,2
Houston
54 65 45417 1)2
Prttsburgh
19
Cincinnati
53 67 442
Won Division
W
L Pct GB
61 58 513
—
Arizona
1
60 59 504
Los Angeles
53 68 438
9
Colorado
50 68 42410 1,12
San Francisco
46 73 387
15
San Diego

American League
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tarnpa Bay
71 47 602
Boston
3
69 51 575
New York
8
64 56 533
it
Toronto
61 59 508
Baltimore
15
56 62 475
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
66 52 559
—
Minnesota
66 5.3555 12
Detroit
58 61 487 8 1,2
Cleveland
54 64 458
12
Kansas City
54 65 45412 1 ,2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
75 43636
—
Texas
15
61 59 508
Oakland
55 63 466
20
45 74 37830 1,2
Seattle

Mondey's Games
Toronto 7 Detroit 2
Cleveland 13 Baltimore 8
Minnesota 4. N V Yankees 0
Boston 5, Chicago White Sox 1
Tuesday's Games
Boston 19, Texas 17
Toronto 6, Detroit 4
Cleveland 7, Baltimore 5
N.Y. Yankees 9. Minnesota 6, 12
innings
Chicago White Sox 9. Kansas City 0
Oakland 2. Tampa Bay 1
L.k Angels 7 Seattle 3
Wednesday's Games
N.,
/ Yankees (Rasner 5-8) at
Minnesota (Slowey 8-81, 12 10 p m
Texas (Mendoza 3-5) at Boston (Lester
10-4). 6-05 p m
Toronto (Purcey 1-3) at Detroit (Rogers
8-9)605 p.m_
Baltimore (Gulhne 9-8) at Cleveland
(Reyes 3-1). 605 pm
Kansas City (Hochevar 6-10) at
Chicago White Sox (Buehde 9-10). 7.11
pm
Tampa Bay (Sonnansbne 11-6) at
Oakland (Duchscherer 10-7), 9:05 p.m
Seattle (F.Hemandez 7-7) at L.A.
Angels (E Santana 13-5), 905 p.m
Thursday's Games
Toronto lUtsch 8-7) at Detroit
(Oalarraga 10-4). 1205 p.m
Kansas City (Davies 5-3) at Chicago
While sox (carrasco 10-4). 1,05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Shields 10-71 at Oakland
(Braden 3-2), 2:35 p.m.
Texas (PadiNa 12-6) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 13-2). 605 p.m.
Bathrnore(0 Cabrera 8-7) at Cleveland
(Jackson 0-01, 605 p.m.

Monday's Games
Prnsburgh 7 N Y Mets 5
Milwaukee 7 Washington 1
St Louis 4 Florida 2
Houston 3 San Francisco 1
L A Dodgers 8. Philadelphia 6
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 5. Pittsburgh 1
Chicago Cubs at Atlanta, ppd. rain
N Y Mets 4, Wasninglon 3
Florida 4, St Louts 3
Houston 12, San Francisco 4
Arizona 4. Colorado 2
Milwaukee 5 San Diego 2
L A Dodgers 4. Philadelphia 3
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Harclen 6-2) at Atlanta
(Camper, 7-4). 12.10 p m.. ist game
Cincinnati (Fogg 2-4) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 7-7). 6.05 p.m.
N Y Mets (Maine 9-7) at Washington
(Bergmann 2-8). 6 10 p m
St. Louis (Looper 10-91 at Florida
(Nolasco 11-7). 6 10 p
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 7-7) at Atlanta
(Morton 3-5). 6- 15 p m.. 2nd game
San Francisco (Zito 6-14) at Houston
(Wod 7-10). 7 05 p m
Anzona (Davis 4-7) at Colorado
(Francis 3-81. 8-05 p m
Milwaukee (Sabaltua 6-0) at San Diego.
(Banks 3-4). 9'05 p m
PhiladelphiaiBlanfon 6-121 at L A
Dodgers (Penny 6-9l, 9 10 p m.
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Correia 2-6) at Houston
(Moehler 8-4), 1,05 p.m
Arizona (Barer 12-6) at Colorado
tRusch 5-3) 2.05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Sheets 11-51 at San Diego
(Peavy 8-81, 2.35 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 7-11) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 4-9), 605 p m
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 11-6) at Atlanta
(G(avine 2-3), 6-10 p.m
N Y Mets (01.Perez 8-7) at Washington
(Balester 2-4), 610 p.m.
St Louis (Wellemeyer 9-4) at Flonda
(Olsen 6-71. 6:10 p m
Philadelphia (Myers 5-9) at L.A
Dodgers (Kuroda 6-8). 9:10 p.m.

OLYMPIC SWIMMING

Phelps wins 10th, 11th
golds of his career
BEIJING (AP) — For
Michael Phelps, it's not enough
to just set a new standard. He
has to demolish the old one.
Winningest Olympian ever?
He's two golds past that already
and not finished yet, just over
halfway to his goal of breaking
Mark Spitz's record seven in a
single Olympics.
World records? In a sport
measured down to the hundredths for a reason. Phelps sets
a pace to crush one of them by
more than four seconds.
Even when his goggles malfunctioned during the first race

of a golden morning in China,...
the
gangly,
23-year-old
American squinted through,
water-filled lenses on the way
to, yes, a world record. Of
course, he was none too happy..
to beat it by only six-hun- ,
dredths.
So un-Phelps-like.
"In the circumstances, not
too bad I guess," he said with a
shrug. "I know I can go faster"- '
On Wednesday, Phelps swam
into history as the wirmingest
Olympic athlete ever with his10th and 11th career gold •
medals.

•Racers
tion that we had," said Griffin,
"The coaches did a good job utilizing their timeouts on defense
and keeping the kids in bounds
on offense.
"It was about a draw both:
ways."
The team will hold their
Media Day tomorrow morning,
before returning to the fie14,
tomorrow afternoon at 4:25 p.m.

From Page 1C
yard line. On the first series.
Nico Yantko rolled out and
found an open DeAngelo
Nelson for a 21-yard touchdown
on a corner route. On the next
series, Prince Nwagbara cut
back to the left and raced 24
yards for a score.
"I was really pleased. That
was the best four-minute situa-
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innings for the win in his sixth and a walk in his final four
major league start. He gave up innings, helping third-place
five hits and three walks, over- Florida move within I 1/2 of
coming a poor start that put games of NI East-leading
Florida in a 3-0 hole.
Philadelphia.
"That first inning, it didn't
"Here he is, this young kid
seem like it was going any- who's able to do it," Marlins
where," Volstad said. "But I was manager Fredi Gonzalez said.
able to settle in.
"Good for him. He didn't lose
"After that first inning, I tried his composure and made some
to think of it as a new game, adjustments and gave us five
start fresh and keep my team in innings.
the game. We put up some runs
"He settled down. You wish
and the bullpen held it. It was there hadn't been a rain delay
big for us."
because you wanted to see how
Volstad yielded only two hits far he could go.-
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By LAURAN NEERGA
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON I i
Your brain needs mot
time-out than just miss
next game to recover
ciancussion. New resear
gests student athletes v
too active — not just
field, but at home and sc
may hinder their recover
, More puzzling, ferni
lees may take longer to
than males.
' It's part of growing e
that healing from this c
sports injury is more cot
eq than once thought. an
tam message for parei
coaches as school spoi
grams gear up for fall.
. "No two concussions
same,"
warns
Ciiisluewicz, an athletic
who chairs the sports
department at the Unive
Nlarth Carolina at Chap
"We need to be cautia
what we're allowing son
do, and at what point
relcovery they're allowe

Concussions
are
injuries and among the tr
ficult of sports injuries,
wlth even identifying wt
otje. Many athletes net
consciousness, the most I
symptom. Brain scani
diagnose a concussion,
other symptoms always

Lens i

WASHINGTON (AP)
Paul Dougherty del
slipped a tiny lens ins
right eye of 7-year-old
Garvin — a last-ditch
saying her sight in that e:
The California girl Ia
became one of a small
of U.S. children to try an
imental surgery to prever
al blindness from lazy ey
nosed too late, or too sev
standard treatment.
The
new
am
Implantable lenses, the
kind that nearsighted ad'
have inserted for crisper
— but that aren't of
approved for use in child
"Without this technolt
couldn't help her,"
Dougherty, a prominei
Angeles eye surgeon wh
ed The Associated Press
urnent Megan's surgery
would be written off as
eye."
•Up to 5 percent of c
have amblyopia, con
called lazy eye, where on
so much stronger than th
that the brain learns to
the weaker eye. Untreat
proper neural connectic
vision don't form, eve
rendering that eye useles.
Catch it early — pre
by preschool — and it
fairly easy to fix by p
over the strong eye, a
special drops in it, for
hours a day so that the I
forced to use the weak e
the older the child is, t
effective the treatment —
age 9, brain-eye connect)
Kitty well set.
The leading cause is e:
ain't in perfect alignme
a :big difference in fc
pelVver also triggers amt
That's what happened u
Glu-vin girl, who had fl
fact vision in one eye
other was too nearsigt
esien see the big E on
chart.
It's sneaky: Kids don
ire they're seeing clearly
ajly one eye, and often
scluint or otherwise
there's a problem. So
vvas fast passing the win
cdrrect amblyopia w
kindergarten eye exam fli
pioblem.
"She reads perfectly,
vary normal active child
her mother, Rosie Gan
she would not have tu
vOion test, I would nevi
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ecovering from concussion
[eans balancing brain time-out

1URAN NEERGAARD
Ddical Wnter
.SHIENGTON (AP) —
brain needs more of a
ut than just missing the
;atne to recover from a
.sion. New research sugstudent athletes who are
the — not just on the
out at home and school —
rider their recovery.
re puzzling, female athiay take longer to recover
ales.
part of growing evidence
:aling from this common
injury is more complicati once thought, an imporiessage for parents and
s as school sports progear up for fall.
two concussions are the
warns
Kevin
!wicz, an athletic trainer
hairs the sports science
nent at the University of
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
eed to be cautious with
'ere allowing someone to
el at what point in their
Ty they're allowed to do

icussions
are
brain
s and among the most difif sports injuries, starting
?en identifying who's had
lany athletes never lose
)usness, the most obvious
mn. Brain scans can't
se a concussion. Nor are
iymptoms always appar-

ent right away, and players can might add more strain.
sometimes hide or minimize
So researchers at the
them: "Nope, no headaches, University of Pittsburgh and one
coach, put me back in."
of Guskiewicz's UNC colDoing so has grave risks. A leagues tracked 95 high school
second concussion before athletes evaluated in a universirecovering from the first can ty-based program that gave a
cause brain swelling that can battery of memory, reaction
trigger permanent damage. even time and other cognitive tests up
death.
to a month after the concussion.
And there's mounting con- The
researchers
grouped
cern from studies of retired pro- patients by activities recorded in
fessional athletes that those who their medical records: No
suffered multiple concussions school; some schoolwork but no
over the years may be at other activity; moderate activity
increased risk for depression, di:scribed as schoolwork and
memory problems and other some routine home chores: that
neurological problems later in plus sports practice: or schoollife.
work and playing some sports.
The latest U.S. estimates sugThose with moderate activity
gest there are anywhere from showed the best recovery, scor1.6 million to 3.8 million sports- ing better on brain tests than
and recreation-related concus- even the less active patients,
sions each year.
researchers reported in the
The good news: Awareness is Journal of Athletic Training.
growing, at least among college The more active patients scored
and
professional athletes. much worse — and although
Guskiewicz says reports of con- their allowed activity suggested
cussions have risen 10 percent they were thought to have a mild
in the last three years — not that concussion, they ultimately permore athletes are being injured formed as poorly as athletes inibut that more who properly seek tially diagnosed with a more
care.
serious concussion.
But how much time is needed
The goal is "to keep the brain
to heal, and how much activity stimulated but not enough to
is OK while recovering, remains push it into overdrive." explains
uncertain.
Guskiewicz.
The worry isn't just another
Another Pittsburgh study of
bump. An injured brain under- 234 soccer players found that
goes metabolic changes that two weeks after their concusaffect its energy levels, meaning sion, female players scored
physical and mental exertion worse on some brain-function

tests than similarly injured
males. Dr. Alexis Chiang Colvin
found size differences didn't
explain the discrepancy. She
couldn't find an alternate explanation, and while the gender
question is explored, urges
coaches and athletes to be aware
that female players may need a
little extra time to recover.
Increasingly, professional
and college athletes are given
preseason tests of memory and
other cognitive skills. After a
concussion. retesting can help
athletic trainers determine when
athletes are ready to return to
play.
That's far less common in
high school sports. Are young
athletes returning too soon? The
only national study of high
school injuries, run by Ohio
State University, is analyzing
that question now.
Meanwhile, what's the
advice? A government campaign and concussion specialists
urge that:
•Parents, players and coaches know the symptoms — from
immediate signs. such as being
dazed, amnesia, moving slowly
or clumsily, to later symptoms
such as dizziness, sleep problems. irritability and concentration problems.
el Athletes don't return to
play until cleared by a health
professional.
te Appropriate health officials be on site to assess concus-

nbsports.org
sion "whether it's Pop Warner
football or soccer or high school
teams," Guskiewicz says.
Teaching young players the
seriousness is the big challenge.
sass Ohio State injury specialist

Dawn Comstock: "It's difficult
for them to realize this one game
Friday night is not as important
as my cognitive ability the rest :
of my life.-

?ns implant offers chance at beating lazy eye

SHINGTON (AP) — Dr.
Dougherty delicately
a tiny lens inside the
ye of 7-year-old Megan
— a last-ditch shot at
her sight in that eye.
California girl last week
; one of a small number
children to try an experI surgery to prevent virtumess from lazy eye diagoo late, or too severe, for
d treatment.
approach:
new
table lenses, the same
at nearsighted adults can
iserted for crisper vision
t that aren't officially
ed for use in children.
thout this technology. we
't help her," says
erty, a prominent Los
s eye surgeon who invitAssociated Press to docMegan's surgery. "This
be written off as a blind

to 5 percent of children
amblyopia, commonly
azy eye, where one eye is
h stronger than the other
e brain learns to ignore
aker eye. Untreated, the
neural connections for
don't form, eventually
ng that eye useless.
:h it early — preferably
school — and it can be
:asy to fix by patching
ie strong eye, or using
drops in it, for several
day so that the brain is
to use the weak eye. But
ler the child is, the less
:e the treatment — and by
wain-eye connections are
well set.
leading cause is eyes that
n perfect alignment. But
difference in focusing
also triggers amblyopia.
what happened with the
girl, who had near-persion in one eye but the
was too nearsighted to
ere the big E on the eye

sneaky: Kids don't realy're seeing clearly out of
tie eye, and often won't
or otherwise signal
a problem. So Megan
a passing the window to
amblyopia when a
;arten eye exam flagged a
n.
reads perfectly, she's a
)t-mai active child," says
mher, Rosie Garvin. "If
mild not have had that
test, I would never have

LASIK candidate — her
corneas were too thin for it to be
done safely, and Dougherty says
it doesn't work well for such
severe nearsightedness.
Dr. Michael Repka, a pediatric
ophthalmologist
at
Baltimore's Johns Hopkins

University. says both approaches are in their infancy, but interesting.
"It's an exciting thing in a
patient who has had conventional therapy and failed," says
Repka, a spokesman for the
American
Academy
of

Ophthalmology.
And while catching lazy eye
very young is best, stay tuned:
Repka's own research shows it
can be possible to treat after age
9, long the cut-off, and he is to
publish details soon.
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Dr. Paul Dougherty inserts a rolled-up intraocular lens implant
through a tiny incision in the eye of Megan Garvin at his office
in Los Angeles. A few air bubbles, later removed, are visible.
known."
to make sure this works for her
Ophthalmologists called it for life."
one of the worst cases they'd
Implantable lenses for adults.
ever seen. Glasses weren't called phakic intraocular lenses
doable: One side would have or 10Ls, hit the U.S. market in
required a clear lens and the 2004. Unlike cataract surgery.
other a Coke-bottle thickness, a that requires removal of the
prescription of minus 12 eye's natural lens because it is
diopters. Her parents tried clouded, these lenses are put on
inserting a contact lens in the top of a natural lens that can't
bad eye -- getting her to rough- focus properly. thus helping
ly 20-60 vision in that eye, far sharpen vision.
from perfect but able to see blurThey have some risks:
rily while the good eye was Surgical infection, inflammapatched.
tion, a potential for cataracts to
Contacts and young kids are form. At about $4.(XX) an eye.
a tough match. Megan cried it's more expensive than the
when her mother inserted it. controversial laser eye surger
Teachers would call to say it had LASIK. but the lenses can be
popped out.
removed if there are problems.
Frustrated, the Garvins ultiBut, -how this lens is going
mately opted for the implant — to work in a child's eye, we
and days later, are feeling hope- don't know. We've never done
ful. It's blurry, Megan tells her studies.- cautions Dr. Punin
mother, hut she can see out of Shah, a cornea specialist at
her right eye, and is chafing at Ochsner Medical Center in Nc%,
the required week of rest to let Orleans.
the tiny incisions in her eye heal.
It is legal to implant the len,
That's just the first step. es experimentally in a child.
Months of patching lie ahead to however. A handful of medical
try to reverse the lazy eye, or the journal reports show surgeons
brain would just stick with the are starting to try the approach
connections it has already for hard-to-treat amblyopia. In a
formed to her strong eye. French study of a dozen chilDougherty gave no guarantees.
dren, all had improved vision
"I know we've got our work after the surgery and half recovahead of us.- says Rosie Garvin, ered normal binocular vision.
from Simi Valley, Calif. "I'm so
Other surgeons are experirelieved ... and going to make menting with LASIK in children
sure I do everything they tell me like Megan. although she wasn't
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Russian convoy violates Georgia truce McCain says all
Americans back
Georgia in stru

TBILISI. Georgia (AP) — A
Russian military convoy thrust
deep into Georgia today and
Georgian officials said Russian
troops bombed and looted the
crossroads city of Gon, violating a freshly brokered truce
intended to end the conflict.
In the west. Georgia's weakened military acknowledged its
soldiers had pulled out entirely
from Abkhazia, leaving both
breakaway. regions at the heart
of the fighting in the hands of
Russian- backed separatists.
Even as the Russian troops
moved deep into Georgian territory from the separatist region of
South Ossetia, a few dozen
fighters from Abkhazia offered
their own brazen challenge,
planting their flag on a bndge
over the Ingun River — outside
the rebel terntory.
"The border has been along
this river for 1,000 years," separatist official Ruslan Kishrnana
told AP on Wednesday. He said
Georgia would have to accept
the new border and taunted the
departed Georgian forces by
saying they had received
"American training in running
away.'
An AP reporter saw several
dozen Russian military trucks
and armored vehicles speeding
out of Gon and heading,south,
further from the breakaway
province of South Ossetia.
Soldiers waved at journalists
and one soldier shouted to a
photographer takrung shots of
the convoy: "Come with us,
beauty, we're going to Tbilisi."
Gori is about a 90-minute drive
from the Georgian capital.
The developments came less
than 12 hours after Georgia's
president said he accepted a
cease-fire plan intended to end
the fighting that bloodied and
battered the U.S. ally and
uprooted an estimated 100,000
people.
. Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev said that Russia was
halting military action because
Georgia had paid enough for its
attack on South Ossetia, a separatist region along the Russian

AP
A woman is seen with a cart of her belongings, in a street in Tskhinvali, capital of Georgian
breakaway enclave of South Ossetia on Tuesday.
Georgian officials but could not
find any.
An APTN television crew in
Gori saw some Russian armored
vehicles Wednesday morning
near a military base there. Puffs
of smoke in the air indicated
some military. action.
Nogovitsyn said sporadic
clashes continued in South
Ossetia where Georgian snipers
fired sporadically on Russian
troops who returned fire. "We
must respond to provocations,"
he said.
Georgian Interior Ministry
spokesman Zurab Gvenetadze
said that Russian forces seized a
military base on the outskirts of
Gori, situated on Georgia's only
significant east-west road.
Lomaia said that Russian
troops also held ground in western Georgia, maintaining control
of the town of Zugdidi where
they seized the central police
station and government buildings and saddling the main highway in the region. He said there

border with close ties to
Moscow.
Georgian President Mikhail
Saakashvili had gambled on a
surprise attack late Thursday to
regain control over his country's
Pro-Russian
breakaway
province of South Ossetia.
Instead, Georgia suffered a punishing beating from Russian
tanks and aircraft that has left
the country with even less control over territory than it had
before.
Georgia's Security Council
chief Alexander Lomaia said
that Russia had moved 50 tanks
into Gori, a strategic town 15
miles from the border with
South Ossetia, violating the new
accord.
"Russia has treacherously
broken its word," Lomaia said.
Russia's deputy chief of
General Staff Col.-Gen. Anatoly
Nogovitsyn denied any tanks
were in Gori. He said Russians
went into the city to try to implement the truce with local
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ORK, Pa. (AP) —
Republican presidential candidate John McCain phoned
Georgia's president Tuesday to
tell him all Americans back his
country's efforts to thwart military attacks from Russia
McCain told more than 2,000
voters in York, Pa.. that he spoke
Tuesday morning with Georgian
President Mikhail Saakashvili to
make sure he knows -that the
thoughts, prayers and support of
the American people are with
that great little nation as it struggles today" for independence.
"I told him that l know I
speak for every American when
I said to him, today, we are all
Georgians," McCain said to
loud
applause.
He
said
Saiakashvili asked him to
express his thanks to Americans.
McCain said Moscow is
using "violence against Georgia
to send a signal" to "any country

thia ...looses to associate with
the West." Russian leaders, lie
said, must realize they risk "thir
benefits they enjoy from being.
part of the civilized world."
Both McCain and hid
Democratic opponent, BaracIC
Obama, have called for a multiS
pronged diplomatic approach to
pressure Russia to withdrau
from Georgia, a former republic
of the Soviet Union. Georgia had
been trying to keep the pro4;
Moscow province of Sou*
Ossetia from breaking away_ .2
Obama, who is vacationing
in Hawaii, said in a statement
Tuesday: "Now is the time fql
action not just words. It is pad:
time for the Russian governmerti
to immediately sign and impl
ment a cease-fire. Russia mug
halt its violation of Georgian aita,
space and withdraw its ground
forces from Georgia, with inter:'.
national monitors to verify that
these obligations are met."

had been no fresh clashes since
the truce.
Georgia insisted its troops
were driven from Abkhazia by
Russian forces. At first, Russia
said separatists -- not Russian
forces — had done the job. But
the claim rang hollow — an AP
reporter saw 135 Russian military vehicles heading toward the
gorge Tuesday and Russia is the
military patron for the separatists.
Nogovitsyn said that Russian
peacekeepers had disarmed
Georgian troops in Kodon —
the very peacekeeper-s Georgia
wants withdrawn. Still, the
effect was clear. Abkhazia was
out of Georgian hands and it
would take more than an ELI
peace plan to get it back in.
One of two separatists areas
trying to leave Georgia for
A.
Russia, Abkhazia lies close to
the heart of many Russians, it's Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain, P-Arie,
Black Sea coast was a favorite " hands 10-month-old Emily Stauffer, of Lititz, Pa , to her motti!
vacation spot for the Soviet er Theresa Tuesday during McCain's stop at tha Manhelm
Central High School's football practice in Manheim, Pa
elite.
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